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Abstract
Human adenoviruses (HAdVs) are common human pathogens, causing
gastrointestinal, ocular, and respiratory infections on a regular basis. Epidemic
keratoconjunctivitis (EKC) is a severe ocular infection for which no approved
antivirals are available. HAdV‐D37 is one of the causative agents of EKC and
uses sialic acid (SA)‐containing glycans as cellular receptors. HAdV‐D37
interacts with SA via the knob domain of the trimeric virus fiber protein,
containing three SA‐binding sites. HAdV‐D37 also bind to glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs), but the outcome of this interaction remains unknown. Here, the impact
of GAGs on HAdV‐D37 infection was investigated by using various biochemical
and cell‐based assays (paper I). We found that HAdV‐D37 interacts with both
soluble and cell‐surface sulfated GAGs via the knob domain of the viral fiber
protein. Remarkably, removal of heparan sulfate (HS; a type of GAG)
from human corneal epithelial (HCE) cells by heparinase III enhanced HAdV‐
D37 infection. We propose that sulfated GAGs, in bodily secretions and on
plasma membranes, function as decoy receptors and prevent the virus from
binding to SA‐containing receptors and inhibit subsequent virus infection. We
also found abundant HS in the basement membrane of the human corneal
epithelium tissue. We suggest that this layer of HS functions as a barrier to sub‐
epithelial infection of HAdV‐D37. Based on this finding, we hypothesized that
GAG‐mimetics may act as artificial decoy receptors and inhibit HAdV‐D37
infection. Here, the antiviral effects of suramin (a known GAG‐mimetic) and its
analogs were investigated against HAdV‐D37 (paper II). Interestingly, all
compounds displayed antiviral effects by inhibiting the binding of HAdV‐D37 to
HCE cells. The antiviral effect of suramin was HAdV species‐specific. We report
for the first time that virus binding to cell‐surface decoy receptor constitutes a
potential target for antiviral drug development.
HAdVs are the major cause of infectious conjunctivitis, constituting up to 75% of
all conjunctivitis cases worldwide. Species B HAdV type 3 (HAdV‐B3) causes
pharyngoconjunctival fever (PCF), whereas HAdV‐D8, ‐D37, and ‐D64 cause
EKC. Recently, HAdV‐D53, ‐D54, and ‐D56 have emerged as new EKC‐causing
agents. HAdV‐E4 causes both PCF and EKC. SA‐containing glycans have been
established as cellular receptors for HAdV‐D37. By means of cell‐based assays,
we investigated if ocular HAdVs other than HAdV‐D37 also use SA‐containing
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glycans as receptors on HCE cells (paper III). It was found that SA‐containing
glycans function as cellular receptors for five (HAdV‐D8, ‐D37, ‐D53, ‐D54, and ‐
D64) out of six EKC‐causing species D HAdVs. We showed that these viruses
interact with SAs via the knob domain of the viral fiber protein. HAdV‐E4 and ‐
D56 infections of cells were independent of SAs. Surprisingly, HCE cells were
completely

refractory

to

HAdV‐B3

infection.

A trivalent

sialic

acid

(TSA) derivative ME0462 (compound 17a in paper II), designed to bind to SA‐
binding sites on HAdV‐D37 fiber knob, also showed potent antiviral activity
against several EKC‐causing HAdVs. This suggests that ME0462 can be used as
a broad‐spectrum antiviral against known and emerging EKC‐causing HAdVs.
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis confirmed a direct interaction between
ME0462 and fiber knobs of EKC‐causing HAdVs.
Recently, a TSA derivative (ME0322; designed to bind to SA‐binding sites on
HAdV‐D37 fiber knob) was shown potent antiviral against HAdV‐D37 in
vitro. To improve the antiviral potency of this compound, six new TSA
derivatives were synthesized and their inhibitory effects were evaluated against
HAdV‐D37 (paper IV). Interestingly, the best compound 17a was found
approximately three orders of magnitude more potent (IC50 (binding) = 1.4 nM and
IC50 (infection) = 2.9 nM) than ME0322 (IC50 in μM range). SPR data showed that
HAdV‐D37 fiber knob binds to TSA compounds with high affinities. Structural
data revealed the trivalent binding mode of all newly synthesized TSA
compounds to HAdV‐D37 fiber knob. Ophthalmic toxicity of compound 17a
(best compound) was also investigated in rabbits without any sign of toxicity.
HAdV‐D36 is a member of species D HAdV and has the ability to infect a broad
range of animals, unusual for HAdVs. Another remarkable feature of HAdV‐D36
is that this virus induces obesity in experimental animals. Several
epidemiological studies highlighted a link between HAdV‐D36 and human
obesity. There is no information about the cellular receptor usage by HAdV‐D36.
Using structural biology and cell‐based approaches, we investigated the cellular
receptor(s) for HAdV‐D36 (paper V). We found that HAdV‐D36 attaches to host
cells (via the fiber knob) using the coxsackie and adenovirus receptor (CAR), SA‐
containing glycans, and one or more unknown proteins or glycoproteins. Using
glycan microarray, we found that HAdV‐D36 displays binding preference to a
rare SA‐variant: 4‐O,5‐N‐diacetylneuraminic acid (Neu4,5Ac2), over the more
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common SA (in humans) i.e. 5‐N‐acetylneuraminic acid (Neu5Ac). Structural
analysis of HAdV‐D36 fiber knob:Neu4,5Ac2 complex explained this preference.
To date, Neu4,5Ac2 has not been detected in humans, although it is synthesized
by many domestic and livestock animals. Our results indicate that HAdV‐D36
has evolved to utilize a specialized set of cellular receptors that coincide with a
unique host range and pathogenicity profile.
These studies provide insights into multiple roles of glycans in HAdV infection
cycle as well as highlight the therapeutic potential of glycans/glycan‐mimetics
for the treatment of infections caused by glycan‐binding HAdV.

V

Enkel sammanfattning på svenska
Humana adenovirus (HAdV) är vanliga patogener hos människor och orsakar
bland annat infektion och sjukdom i mage/tarm, luftvägar och ögon. 90 olika
typer av adenovirus har identifierats och klassificeras i sju olika grupper, A‐G.
Epidemisk keratokonjunktivit (EKC) är en allvarlig ögoninfektion mot vilken
antivirala medel saknas. EKC orsakas framför allt av HAdV‐D37 och andra
närbesläktade adenovirus‐typer. HAdV‐D37 infekterar celler i ögats hornhinna
genom att binda till sialinsyra‐innehållande kolhydrater vilka fungerar som
cellulära receptorer. Viruset binder till sialinsyra via knoppdomänen som finns
längst ut på de utstickande fiberproteinerna. HAdV‐D37 binder också till
sockermolekyler, s.k. glykosaminoglykaner, men funktionen av denna
interaktion har hittills varit okänd. Genom en kombination av cellbaserade och
biokemiska metoder har vi undersökt betydelsen av glykosaminoglykaner vid
HAdV‐D37‐infektion i ögonceller (delarbete I). Vi fann att knopp‐domänen hos
HAdV‐D37 interagerar med glykosaminoglykaner som finns både i löslig form
och bundet till cellytan. Till vår förvåning fann vi att enzymatisk klyvning av
glykosaminoglykaner från cellytan resulterade i ökad infektion. Vi förslår därför
att glykosaminoglykaner fungerar som attrapper vilka förhindrar eller fördröjer
virus från att binda till funktionella (sialinsyra‐innehållande) receptorer. Vi fann
även av heparansulfat (en viss typ glykosaminoglykaner), finns i hög mängd i
det basalmembran som skiljer epitelet från underliggande stroma. Eftersom
heparansulfat och liknande glykosaminoglykaner är de som mest effektivt
binder till virus föreslår vi att detta tunna, men högkoncentrerade lager av
glykosaminoglykaner fungerar som en barriär och förhindrar spridning av
viruset från epitelet och vidare in i ögat. I delarbete II beskrivs hur olika
glykosaminoglykaner

specifikt

förhindrar

infektion

av

EKC‐orsakande

adenovirus i hornhinneceller, men har liten eller ingen effekt mot adenovirus
som inte infekterar hornhinnan. En intressant aspekt i denna forskning är att vi
för första gången visar att en viss typ av molekyl fungerar som en fälla, och
förhindrar virus från att binda till en annan molekyl. Dessa resultat innebär att
glykosaminoglykaner och/eller liknande molekyler skulle kunna fungera som
antivirala medel och användas för topikal behandling av adenovirus‐orsakad
EKC.
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Adenovirus kan även infektera ögats bindhinna (konjunktiva). Faktum är att
adenovirus är den vanligaste orsaken till inflammation i bindhinnan (infektiös
konjunktivit) och orsakar globalt upp till 75% av alla fall. Till skillnad från t.ex.
HAdV‐D37 som orsakar EKC, så orsakar HAdV‐B3 en infekion kallad
faryngokonjunktival feber (PCF), och HAdV‐E4 kan orsaka både EKC och PCF.
I delarbete III har vi undersökt vilka receptorer som olika adenovirus (som
orsakar EKC och/eller PCF) använder. Vi fann att de adenovirus som bara
infekterar ögonen (dvs EKC) använder sialinsyra som receptor, medan de virus
som kan infektera både ögon och luftvägar använder andra receptorer.
Mekanismen är densamma som för HAdV‐D37, det vill säga virus binder till
sialinsyra via knoppdomänen i fiberproteinet. Vi visar också att en syntetisk,
sialinsyre‐innehållande molekyl som designats för att hämma HAdV‐D37 även
hämmar infektion av samtliga EKC‐orsakande adenovirus i cellkultur. Detta
innebär att syntetiska, sialinsyra‐innehållande molekyler skulle kunna användas
för bredspektrumsbehandling av adenovirus‐orsakad EKC.
I delarbete IV utvecklades syntetiska sialinsyre‐innehållande föreningar och vi
undersökte deras effekt mot HAdV‐37‐infektion i hornhinneceller. Vi utgick från
en tidigare utvecklad förening (ME0322) som utformats för att binda till
knoppdomänen av HAdV‐D37 och således förhindra interaktion med sialinsyra.
Den mest effektiva föreningen var cirka tusen gånger mer effektiv än ME0322. Vi
undersökte även affiniteten mellan förening och knopp, vilket överensstämde väl
med föreningarnas förmåga att förhindra infektion. Den mest effektiva
föreningen uppvisade inga tecken på toxicitet i kaninmodell.
HAdV‐D36 är ett annat adenovirus som enligt flera studer kan orsaka övervikt i
djurmodeller. Ett flertar epidemiologiska studer föreslår också att HAdV‐D36 är
associerat med övervikt i människor. Eftersom HAdV‐D36 är besläktat med
kolhydratbindande adenovirus (t.ex. HAdV‐D37) så antog vi att detta virus
också binder till kolhydrater. I delarbete V visar vi bl.a. att HAdV‐D36 via
fiberknoppen binder till en variant av sialinsyra (Neu4,5Ac2) som till skillnad
från den mer vanliga Neu5Ac innehåller två acetylgrupper. Strukturell analys av
komplexet mellan HAdV‐D36‐fiberknoppen och Neu4,5Ac2 förklarar denna
preferens på molekylär nivå. Anmärkningsvärt är att Neu4,5Ac2 än så länge inte
har detekteras i mänsklig vävnad trots att den produceras av boskap och andra
djur som konsumeras av människor. Resultaten visar att HAdV‐D36 har
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utvecklats till att använda en ovanlig kombination receptorer, vilket
sammanfaller med en tydlig värdspecificitet och en intressant associering med
övervikt.
Sammataget har dessa studier genererat nya insikter om glykaners funktioner
vid adenovirus‐infektion, och möjliggör således nya angreppsvägar för
behandling av virusinfektioner.
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1. Adenoviruses
1.1. History
In 1953, Wallace Rowe and his colleagues observed an unidentified agent causing
degeneration of human adenoids in tissue culture [1]. They isolated this
cytopathic agent and termed it as “adenoid degeneration agent (ADA)”. In 1954,
Hilleman and Werner, isolated an agent, causing acute respiratory disease (ARD)
in military recruits [2]. Later, these above two agents were found to be related
and named as “adenoviruses (AdVs)” [3,4]. Since then several AdVs have been
continuously isolated and identified. In 1962, Trentin et. al., demonstrated that
species C human AdV type 12 (HAdV‐C12) induce tumor in baby hamsters [5].
This was the first report that demonstrated an oncogenic activity of any human
virus, although, cancer associated with AdVs in humans has never been
reported. AdVs exhibit a broad range of tissue tropism, which makes AdVs
useful models for studying the biology of DNA viruses. AdVs have played
invaluable roles in the understanding of eukaryotic molecular biology. Gene
regulation, cell‐cycle control, and viral oncogenesis are some examples. One of
the most remarkable contributions of AdV is the discovery of mRNA splicing. In
1977, by using AdV as a model system, Phillip Sharp and Richard Roberts
discovered that genes in eukaryotes are not continuous strings but contain
introns, which are spliced from mRNA in different ways, yielding different
proteins from the same DNA sequence [6,7]. For this major discovery, Sharp and
Roberts were jointly awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine in
1993. AdVs are easy to culture and propagate, provide high gene expression, and
can replicate in both dividing and non‐dividing cells without incorporation of
viral DNA into the host genome. These features make AdVs suitable vector
candidates for gene and cancer therapy. Species C HAdV type 5 (HAdV‐C5) has
widely been used for the development of adenoviral vectors. Although, pre‐
existing immunity (high seroprevalence) against HAdV‐C5 in human population
hampers the clinical use of HAdV‐C5 based vectors [8]. To circumvent this
challenge, modified HAdVs (chimeric HAdVs) with the ability to overcome the
pre‐existing immunity and vectors based on novel HAdVs with low
seroprevalence are constantly being developed and are under various clinical
trials [8,9].
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1.2. Taxonomy and classification
AdVs belong to the family Adenoviridae and have been isolated from several
vertebrates. Based on their origin, the International Committee of Taxonomy of
Viruses (ICTV) subdivided Adenoviridae family into five genera:
(i)

Mastadenovirus, isolated from mammals, including HAdVs.

(ii)

Aviadenovirus, isolated from birds.

(iii)

Siadenovirus, isolated from reptiles and birds.

(iv)

Ichtadenovirus, isolated from fish.

(v)

Atadenovirus, AdVs that contain high A+T content in their genome
and isolated from reptiles, birds, marsupials, and mammals.

HAdVs are divided phylogenetically into seven species (A‐G), with a total of 90
recognized genotypes with whole‐genome sequences, including the original 51
“serotypes” that are determined by serum neutralization [10,11]. More than half
of these types belong to species D HAdV (HAdV‐D), including a number of
viruses of recombinant origins. Species B HAdVs are further subdivided into B1
and B2. Historically, the classification of HAdVs was based on serology, tropism,
hemagglutination patterns, and their oncogenicity in newborn rodents [12].
There is some (but no absolute) correlation between HAdVs of particular species
and their tissue tropisms and clinical properties (Table 1).
Table 1: HAdV types within species and their respective tropisms.
Species

Serotype/type

Tropism

A

12, 18, 31, 61

Respiratory, enteric

B1 and

3, 7, 11, 14, 16, 21, 34, 50, 35,

Respiratory, renal, ocular

B2

55, 66‐68, 76‐79

C

1, 2, 5, 6, 57, 89

Respiratory, ocular, lymphoid,
hepatic

D

8‐10, 13, 15, 17, 19, 20, 22‐30,

Ocular, enteric

32, 33, 36‐39, 42‐49, 51, 53‐56,
58‐60, 62‐65, 69‐75, 80‐88, 90
E

4

Respiratory, ocular

F

40, 41

Enteric

G

52

Enteric

2

Nowadays, HAdVs are being identified and classified based on whole‐genome
sequencing and bioinformatic analysis [13,14]. High recombination rate in
HAdVs belonging to the same species gives rise to new, recombinant HAdVs,
which are identified by their hexon, penton base, and fiber genes. For example,
HAdV‐D53 is designated HAdV‐H22/P37/F8, which is a recombinant HAdV that
has acquired hexon (H), penton base (P), and fiber (F) genes from HAdV‐D22, ‐
D37, and ‐D8, respectively [15].
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1.3. Disease, prevalence, and etiology
HAdV infections represent a significant source of morbidity and mortality,
worldwide and at all ages, through highly transmittable infections at mucosal
sites, including urinary, respiratory, and gastrointestinal tracts, and the eye
(Table 2). It is estimated that species C HAdVs infect more than 80% of the
human population early in life [16,17]. In general, HAdVs are associated with
infections in the airway (species A, B, C, and E), gut (species F and G), and eyes
(species B, D, and E).
HAdV infections in healthy individuals are usually mild and self‐limiting and
can be asymptomatic, however, they can be life‐threatening in individuals with
the compromised immune system [17]. HAdVs spread through direct contact,
sneezing or respiratory droplets, and/or by the fecal‐oral route [17]. HAdVs from
species A (HAdV‐A12 and ‐A31), B (HAdV ‐B3, ‐B11, ‐B16, ‐B34, and ‐B35), and
C (HAdV‐C1, ‐C2, and ‐C5) are frequently isolated from immunocompromised
patients and cause considerable mortality [17‐19]. HAdVs can also establish long‐
term, persistent infections, although the mechanisms behind persistence remain
largely unknown [20]. HAdV‐associated outbreaks are often reported in dense
population clusters, in military installations, medical care facilities, schools, and
hospitals [21].
Upper respiratory tract infections (rhinitis, cough, and tonsillitis) are often
caused by species C HAdVs and constitute up to 5‐10% of all respiratory
infections in infants and young children worldwide [22,23]. HAdVs also cause
lower respiratory tract infections accounting for 20% of childhood pneumonias,
which can be fatal [24,25]. These infections are mostly associated with species B
and C HAdVs. HAdV‐B3, ‐B7, ‐B14, and ‐E4 cause pharyngoconjunctival fever
(PCF), which involves both the upper respiratory tract and the conjunctiva and
displays symptoms such as pharyngitis, acute follicular conjunctivitis, and mild
fever [26]. PCF mostly affects children and outbreaks of PCF are often reported
in primary schools and swimming pools [26]. Acute respiratory disease (ARD),
which displays symptoms such as fever, rhinitis, cough, and sore throat and lasts
for 3‐5 days, is mainly caused by species B, C, and E HAdVs [27‐29]. HAdV‐
associated ARD also caused occasional fatalities in military recruits in the USA
[30]. Therefore, in 1971, an oral vaccine was introduced that reduced HAdV‐
4

associated ARD by more than 95% [31]. Unfortunately, vaccine production was
discontinued in 1996, resulting in a drastic increase in ARD cases in military
recruits [32].
Table 2: Predominant HAdV types associated with various diseases. Table
adapted and modified from [17,33].
Diseases caused by HAdVs

Causative predominant
HAdVs

Infants:
Pharyngitis, pneumonia

1, 2, 3, 5, 7

Otitis media
Diarrhea

1, 2, 5
40, 41

Children:
Pharyngoconjunctival fever (PCF)

3, 7

Diarrhea, mesenteric adenitis

40, 41, 2

Pneumonia

3, 7, 21

Hemorrhagic cystitis
Myocarditis
Young adults and adults:
Follicular conjunctivitis (FC)

11, 21
1, 2, 5

Acute respiratory disease (ARD)

4, 7, 14, 21

Epidemic keratoconjuctivitis (EKC)

8, 37, 53, 54, 56, 64

Pertussis‐like syndrome

5

Acute hemorrhagic cystitis (AHC)

11, 21

Acute infantile gastroenteritis (AIG)

40, 41, 2

Immunocompromised patients
(all ages):
Pneumonia

1, 2, 5

Gastroenteritis, hepatitis
Hemorrhagic cystitis, nephritis
Meningitis

5
11, 34, 35
3, 7

Meningoencephalitis

1, 2, 5

3, 4, 11

HAdVs are the third leading cause (up to 15%) of gastroenteritis and diarrhea in
children globally [34,35]. Adenoviral gastroenteritis is mainly caused by species
F HAdVs (HAdV‐F40 and ‐F41), often referred to as enteric HAdVs [36]. The
5

seroprevalence for HAdV‐F40 and ‐F41 is relatively high (40–50%) in the human
population [37‐39]. HAdV‐G52 and some members of species D HAdVs have
also been reported to cause gastroenteritis [40,41]. Gastroenteritis is typically self‐
limiting, however, hospitalization of infants is often required because of severe
dehydration and watery diarrhea. HAdV‐associated gastroenteritis can also
cause colitis, pancreatitis, and hepatitis, which are usually uncommon [42].
Species B HAdVs can infect the urinary tract and cause hemorrhagic cystitis, in
which the latter mostly occurs in young adults [43,44]. Recently, several species
D HAdVs have also been detected in patients with urethritis [45]. Myocarditis
and meningoencephalitis are rarely reported manifestations of HAdV infections
[17].

1.3.1. Ocular disease
HAdV‐associated eye infection is the most common ocular disease worldwide
and constitutes up to 75% of cases of conjunctivitis [26]. It is estimated that each
year around 20‐30 million individuals suffer from HAdV‐associated
conjunctivitis globally [46,47]. In Japan alone, HAdV‐conjunctivitis affects
approximately one million individuals each year [48]. Ocular HAdVs mainly
spread through eye‐to‐hand‐to‐eye contacts, ocular secretions, respiratory
droplets, and contact with infected ophthalmic care providers and their medical
instruments. Epidemic keratoconjunctivitis (EKC) and pharyngoconjunctival
fever (PCF) are the most frequently reported ocular infections caused by HAdVs
[26]. Ocular HAdVs are highly contagious in nature. Individuals, suffering from
infections of ocular HAdVs, are often advised to abstain from the workplace
[49]. This leads to significant socio‐economic loss, particularly in developing
countries. There are no antivirals available for the treatment of adenoviral
conjunctivitis [26]. Currently, the treatment strategies are directed towards
limiting the severity of symptoms and reducing the inflammation [46].

Epidemic keratoconjunctivitis (EKC)
EKC is a severe eye infection and involves both the conjunctiva and the cornea
[50]. Historically, HAdV‐D8, ‐D37, and ‐D64 (previously known as HAdV‐D19a)
were considered as the major cause of EKC [46]. However, in recent years, studies
have shown increasing numbers of EKC outbreaks that are caused by the novel,
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recombinant HAdV types, i.e. HAdV‐D53, ‐D54, and ‐D56 [46]. According to the
study by Kaneko et. al., HAdV‐D54 has become the leading cause of EKC in Japan
[51]. There have also been cases of EKC caused by HAdV‐E4 [26]. Among all
EKC‐causing HAdVs, HAdV‐D8 is associated with the most severe clinical
manifestations including a full detachment of the corneal layer [52]. During the
acute phase, EKC patients display symptoms such as redness of eyes, foreign‐
body sensation, edema, lacrimation, and photophobia. Corneal cells infected by
EKC‐causing HAdVs secrete chemokines such as IL8 and MCP1 [53,54], which
induce infiltration of various immune cells into the corneal stroma
(“subepithelial infiltrates”). The accumulation of subepithelial infiltrates in the
stroma is a hallmark of EKC [55]. These infiltrates can persist in the stroma
from months to years and can lead to visual impairment. The progression and
clinical patterns of EKC are illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The progression and clinical patterns of EKC. (A) Onset/two‐three
days: the appearance of initial symptoms, including follicular conjunctivitis,
diffuse punctuate, photophobia, and foreign body sensation. (B) One week:
secretion of cytokines from infected corneal cells and appearance of corneal
lesions, causing symptoms such as irritation, excessive tearing, and pain. (C)
Two‐three weeks: infiltration of immune cells (subepithelial infiltrates) in the
corneal stroma. These infiltrates usually disappear after a few weeks or months,
however, they can persist longer and lead to vision impairments.

Pharyngoconjunctival fever (PCF)
PCF is frequently caused by HAdV‐B3, as compared to HAdV‐B7, ‐B14, ‐C2, and
‐E4 [26]. Sporadic outbreaks of PCF also occurred in association with HAdV‐B11,
‐C1, ‐C5, ‐C6, and ‐D8 [26]. Unlike EKC, PCF is a milder ocular disease and is
limited to the conjunctiva but also targets the pharynx [46]. Individuals suffering
from PCF display symptoms such as fever, pharyngitis, rhinitis, and follicular
conjunctivitis. Conjunctival cells infected by PCF‐causing HAdVs release
cytokines such as TNFα [56,57], which induce conjunctival vasodilation and
capillary leakage that lead to conjunctival hyperemia and edema, respectively.
PCF is self‐limiting and usually resolves within two weeks with rare cases of
long‐term complications [50]. PCF typically occurs in children and outbreaks are
more common in schools, kindergartens, and summer camps [58].

Anatomy of the human cornea
Ocular virus infections remain an important cause of corneal disease worldwide
[59]. HAdVs primarily infect mucosal surfaces including the cornea and the
conjunctiva [57,60]. The involvement of cornea is a unique feature of EKC, which
is caused largely by species D HAdVs [46]. The cornea is the transparent and
avascular (no blood vessels) tissue, constituting the outer covering of the eyeball
[61]. It provides a structural barrier and protects the eye from infections. Together
with the lens, the cornea also contributes to focusing the light coming into the
eye. It is responsible for approximately two‐thirds of the eyeʹs total focusing
power [62]. The cornea consists of six layers, which are made of both cellular and
acellular components and execute various essential functions (Table 3).
The anatomy of the cornea is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Table 3: Layers of the cornea and their composition and functions.
Corneal
layers
Epithelium
(40‐60 μM)

Basement
membrane
(40‐60 nM)
Bowman’s
membrane
(8‐12 μM)
Stroma
(400‐500 μM)

Descemet’s
membrane
(40‐60 nM)

Endothelium
(5‐8 μM)

Composition

Functions

5‐7 layers of
epithelial cells
(basal cells, wing
cells, and
superficial cells)
Collagen and
proteoglycans

‐ barrier to chemicals, water, and infections
‐ absorption of oxygen and nutrients
‐ provides a smooth and transparent
optical surface for refractive power of the
eye
‐ growth factor reservoir
‐ structural support

Collagen

‐ maintenance of corneal shape

Water, collagens
(type I and type
V), keratocytes,
and fibroblast
Collagen and
proteoglycans

‐ mechanical strength and elasticity to the
cornea
‐ transparency of cornea
‐ resting layer for endothelial cells
‐ barrier for infections and protect the
cornea from injuries
‐ transportation of nutrients and
maintenance of optical hydration to
prevent corneal edema
‐ regulation of corneal fluid and solute
transport
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Figure 2: Anatomy of the cornea. An eyeball (left) and a zoomed‐in section
illustrating the anterior part of the cornea and its six main layers (right). The
rightmost part of the figure is not drawn according to the scale or thickness
mentioned in table 3.

1.3.2. Obesity
It is estimated that around 700 million people are obese worldwide and the
incidence of obesity has increased in all age groups [63]. According to the World
Health Organization (WHO); obesity represents “one of the major public health
problems of the present time” [64]. Obesity is one of the risk factors for various
physiological complications, for example, increased chances of diabetes,
hypertension, cardiovascular diseases, orthopedic problems, mental disorders,
and reduced life expectancy. It greatly increases the health and socio‐economic
burden and is considered as the fifth leading cause of global deaths [65]. Dietary,
environmental, cultural, psychosocial, microbial, and genetic factors have been
suggested to cause obesity. However, in the last 20 years, evidences are emerging
that support the hypothesis that viral pathogens may be associated with obesity
in humans [66]. The association between AdV infection and obesity was first
reported by Dhurander et. al., who demonstrated avian AdV (SMAM‐1) infection
causing obesity in chickens [67]. Due to antigenic uniqueness of HAdV‐D36, as
compared to then around 50 known serotypes of HAdVs, Dhurander et. al.,
investigated the adipogenic potential of HAdV‐D36 in animal models [68‐70].
They observed an increased mass of adipose tissues in HAdV‐D36 infected
chickens, mice, and non‐human primates i.e. rhesus and marmoset monkeys.
HAdV‐D36 viral DNA was also detected in adipose tissues of these infected
animals. The adipogenic property of HAdV‐D36 in non‐human primates has
raised a possibility for a similar effect of the virus in human primates.In 1997,
SMAM‐1 was first suggested to be a causative agent of obesity in humans [71].
HAdV‐D36 was first isolated in 1978 from the stool of 6‐year‐old girl with
diabetes and enteritis and classified as a member of species D HAdV [41].
Multiple epidemiological studies (described below) have reported an association
between HAdV‐D36 with human obesity [66]. These studies were observational
and based on the presence of HAdV‐D36 specific antibodies in human sera,
which were detected either by neutralization assay or by ELISA. The prevalence
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of HAdV‐D36 infection among obese people varies from 7.1% to 64.7% [66].
According to a study from the USA, 30% of obese subjects were found positive
for HAdV‐D36 antibodies as compared to 11% of all the non‐obese subjects
[72]. In the same study, they also examined 26 pairs of adult human twins and
found that individuals positive for HAdV‐D36 antibodies were heavier and fatter
than their co‐twins, who were negative for HAdV‐D36 antibodies. In another
study from California, 22% of obese children were found positive for HAdV‐D36
antibodies [73]. In a study from Italy, 65% of individuals were found positive for
HAdV‐D36 antibodies as compared to non‐obese cohorts [74]. A link between
HAdV‐D36 positive serology with pediatric obesity was also reported in Swedish
[75] and Korean children [76]. There are also reports, which did not find any
association between human obesity and presence of HAdV‐D36 antibody [77,78].
HAdV‐D36 DNA was also found in adipose tissue of a patient with unusual
visceral obesity, which indicated a direct effect of HAdV‐D36 on adipose tissue
growth [79,80]. Multiple in‐vivo and in‐vitro studies have investigated and
proposed potential molecular mechanisms of HAdV‐D36 induced adiposity [66].
In animals, HAdV‐D36 infection increased insulin sensitivity and glucose uptake
[81,82] and reduced the level of cholesterol and triglycerides in the serum [68].
HAdV‐D36 infection also accelerates the differentiation of human or murine
preadipocytes into adipocytes and promotes lipid accumulation [83,84]. Both in
vivo and in vitro, HAdV‐D36 infection upregulates the expression of several genes
such as C/EBPβ, C/EBPα, and PPARγ, which are involved in adipocyte
differentiation [85]. In cell culture, the E4orf1 gene product of HAdV‐D36 was
found to be crucial and sufficient to induce adipogenesis [86]. In primary human
skeletal muscle cells and adipose tissue, E4orf1 gene product (via RAS and PI3K
mediated signaling) enhances the expression of glucose transporters GLUT1 and
GLUT4, leading to increased glucose uptake [87]. In in vitro (in fat cells) and ex
vivo, HAdV‐D36 infection suppresses the expression of leptin, which acts as a
signal for energy reserves and eating behavior [82]. It has also been suggested
that inhibition of leptin increases appetite and food intake, thereby increasing
obesity prevalence [88]. The above animal studies provide substantial evidence
that HAdV‐D36 infection increases adiposity, however, in humans ethical
reasons make it challenging to address this phenomenon. Epidemiological
studies do not alone establish that HAdV‐D36 cause adiposity in humans.
However, data from in vivo studies and mechanistic explanations from in vitro
studies highlight a potential adipogenic role of HAdV‐D36 in humans.
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1.4. Treatment (antivirals and vaccines)
Despite causing considerable morbidity in the general human population and
mortality in immunocompromised patients, there are no specific approved
antiviral drugs available for the treatment of HAdV infections. Currently, two
antiviral drugs i.e., cidofovir and ribavirin are prescribed for the treatment of
HAdV‐infected immunocompromised patients [89].
Cidofovir is an acyclic nucleoside analog of cysteine and exhibits antiviral
activity against a broad range of DNA viruses including herpes simplex virus
(HSV), cytomegalovirus (CMV), and HAdV [90]. It has been approved by the
FDA for the treatment of CMV‐induced retinitis in AIDS‐patients. Cidofovir
inhibits the replication of viral DNA by inhibiting the viral DNA polymerase [91].
Cidofovir displayed anti‐HAdV activity in several clinical studies, however, it
failed to completely prevent fatal outcomes [92]. Moreover, several limitations
are associated with cidofovir such as (i) low bioavailability upon oral
administration, thus, intravenous administration is often required and (ii)
cidofovir cannot be used prophylactically. Furthermore, cidofovir also displays
side effects such as nephrotoxicity, thus, continuous monitoring of renal
functions is needed [89,93].
Ribavirin is a nucleoside analog of guanosine and shows antiviral activity against
multiple viruses including DNA and RNA viruses [94]. Ribavirin exhibits
antiviral activity with multiple modes of action, which include inhibition of AdV
infection

by

immunomodulation,

depletion

of

intracellular

guanosine

triphosphate pools by inhibiting inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase
enzyme of the host, inhibition of RNA capping, induction of mutations in newly
synthesized viral DNA and RNA, and upregulation of interferon stimulatory
genes [95,96]. In vitro studies showed that ribavirin displays antiviral activity
against HAdVs of selective species [97]. Although ribavirin showed efficient
antiviral activity against HAdV infections, conflicting results have been reported.
In some cases, ribavirin successfully cured immunocompromised patients
[98,99], however, when larger‐scale studies were carried out, no significant
efficacy was observed [100]. According to “European guidelines” ribavirin is not
recommended for treatment of HAdV infections [101].
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Recently, a lipid‐linked derivative of cidofovir, Brincidofovir (CMX001) has been
developed [102]. Lipid conjugation facilitates the efficient release of CMX001
intracellularly. CMX001 uses cellular plasma membrane protein (flippases) for
rapid entry into cells, resulting in an increased intracellular concentration of the
active drug. CMX001 displayed antiviral activity against HAdV‐B3, ‐B7, ‐B3, ‐C5,
and ‐D8. The result from phase I clinical trial has shown an improved oral
bioavailability of CMX001 in humans [103]. In a small number of patients,
CMX001 showed promising clinical effects with a more potent antiviral activity
than cidofovir and less toxicity to patients [104].
In a few cases, other nucleoside analogs i.e., ganciclovir and vidarabine have
been used for the treatment of HAdV infections [105,106]. Another nucleoside
analog 2′,3′‐dideoxycytidine has been shown to inhibit HAdV‐C2 infection both
in vitro and in vivo [107]. In an in vitro study, a natural antiseptic compound N‐
chlorotaurine showed potent antiviral activity against HAdV‐B3, ‐D8, ‐D64, ‐
D37, and ‐E4 [108].
Recently, several sialic acid (SA‐) based molecules have been shown to efficiently
inhibit multiple EKC‐causing HAdVs in vitro with low IC50 values (nM ranges)
[109‐112]. These molecules bind to the viral fiber knob and prevent the virus from
binding to cellular receptors.
T‐cell (intravenous infusion of HAdV‐specific T‐cells) and immunoglobulin
(intravenous infusion of HAdV‐specific antibodies) based therapies have also
been used for the treatment of immunocompromised patients with HAdV
infections and children with adenoviral pneumonia [113,114]. In 2010, a
successful case was reported, in which cidofovir was given to renal transplant
patients with disseminated HAdV infection in combination with intravenous
immunoglobulin therapy [115]. Recently, in a proof of concept study, Na et. al.,
demonstrated an anti‐HAdV‐D36 vaccine preventing obesity in infected mice
[116].
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1.7. Composition of human adenovirus
HAdVs are non‐enveloped and double‐stranded DNA viruses. The genome of
the virus consists of approximately 36000 base pairs, encoding ~30‐40 genes. The
genome is surrounded by an icosahedral capsid with a diameter and weight of
90‐120 nm and 150 MDa, respectively. The viral capsid comprises three major
capsid proteins (hexon, penton base, and fiber) and four minor/cement proteins
(IIIa, VI, VIII, and IX), whereas the core of the virion consists of non‐structural
proteins/core proteins along with the genome (Figure 3).

Figure 3: A typical structure of human adenovirus. The illustration shows
locations of major, minor/cement, and non‐structural/core proteins along with
the viral genome.

1.7.1. Hexon (pII)
The hexon protein is the main building block of the icosahedral capsid. The size
of the hexon can vary with the serotype ‐ the largest described is from HAdV‐C2
and comprises ~967 amino acids [117] (Figure 4A). Hexon monomer contains two
β‐barrel domains and multiple extended loops on the top of the hexon [118].
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There are seven distinct extended loops, which are called hypervariable regions
(HVRs) [119‐121] (Figure 4B). The HVRs are the major target of neutralizing
(type‐specific) antibodies and are the regions with the most amino acid sequence
heterogeneity. Each virion contains 240 hexon homo‐trimers (720 hexon
monomers), forming 20 facets of the capsid [117]. There are 12 hexon homo‐
trimers in each facet. Based on their location in the capsid, hexons are designated
as H1, H2, H3, and H4 [118] (Figure 4C). Sixty hexons are associated with
pentons and termed as peri‐pentonal hexons or H1. The remaining hexons,
designated ‘group of nines’ (GONs), are situated at 20 facets of the icosahedron
and are defined as H2 (on the twofold axes), H3 (on the threefold axes), and the
remaining ones as H4.

Figure 4: Structure and a facet of human adenovirus hexon. (A) Space‐filling
model of hexon trimer. Each monomer is represented with different colors
(green, yellow, and red). (B) Zoomed‐in view of hypervariable regions (HVRs;
HVR1‐HVR7), highlighted in multiple colors. (C) Locations of hexons in a single
facet. Group of nines and peripentonal hexons (H1) are shown in brown and
grey, respectively. Reprinted with permission from the publisher [122].

1.7.2. Penton base (pIII)
The penton base is a homo‐pentameric protein of polypeptide III (pIII) (Figure
5A). Each monomer or peptide chain is comprised of 470 to 570 amino acids (the
size differs with different types). The viral capsid contains 12 penton base
capsomeres, located at 12 vertices of the capsid. The penton base has a large
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central cavity from which the fiber protein protrudes and together these (fiber
and penton base) form the complete penton. The fiber and penton base proteins
are non‐covalently linked. Each penton base monomer consists of two domains:
a lower domain comprising four‐stranded antiparallel β‐sheets, forming a β‐
barrel and the upper domain composed of irregular but structured elaborations
of loops [123] (Figure 5B). One of the loops in the upper domain contains an Arg‐
Gly‐Asp (RGD) motif, which is evolutionarily conserved among HAdVs except
for HAdV‐F40 and ‐F41 [124‐126]. The RGD motif interacts with cell‐surface
integrins, facilitating the internalization of the virus into the cells [127,128].

Figure 5: Structure of human adenovirus penton base. (A) Surface representation
(side view) of pentameric HAdV‐C2 penton base. (B) Ribbon diagram with
marked variable and RGD loops. Each monomer is represented with different
colors (green, blue, red, yellow, and purple). Reprinted with permission from the
publisher [123].

1.7.3. Fiber (pIV)
The HAdV fiber is a trimeric protein that contains three distinct domains; (i) an
N‐terminal tail, which interacts with the penton base non‐covalently, (ii) a central
shaft, which is made of repeating sequences and has an unusual triple β‐spiral
structure, and (iii) a C‐terminal globular domain known as the knob (Figure 6)
[129]. The fiber shafts of different HAdV types contain a variable number of β‐
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repeats of ~15–20 amino acids, giving variable lengths and MWs to the fibers
[130,131]. For example, HAdV‐B3 and ‐A12 contain 6 and 23 repeating β‐repeats
in their fiber shafts, respectively. It is interesting that despite containing variable
amino acid sequences, the fibers from different HAdV types form similar overall
architecture. The knob domain of the fiber is essential for mediating interaction
with the cellular receptor [132]. The length and flexibility of the shaft have been
suggested to influence the interaction of the knob with its target receptors and
tropism of different HAdV types [133,134]. HAdV‐F40, ‐F41, and ‐G52 carry two
types of fibers, long‐shafted fibers (LSFs) and short‐shafted fibers (SSFs)
[40,135,136], with different receptor specificities [137]. HAdV‐G52 contains an
equal number of LSFs and SSFs [137], whereas HAdV‐F40 and ‐F41, carry more
SSFs than LSFs [138].

Figure 6: Space‐filling model of HAdV‐C5 fiber. The trimeric fiber contains a
globular fiber knob domain, a long shaft, and three short N‐terminal tails. The
monomers are shown with red, green, and blue colors. Reprinted with
permission from the publisher [139].
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1.7.4. Minor capsid proteins/cement proteins
Protein IIIa (pIIIa)
Protein IIIa (pIIIa) is a minor capsid protein and located on the inside of the
capsid and beneath the penton base [118,140]. It is composed of ~570 amino acids
and has a MW of 65 kDa. The pIIIa contains multiple phosphorylation sites,
which are phosphorylated during early virus infection [141]. The role of such
phosphorylation is still unknown. It has been suggested that pIIIa stabilizes the
vertex region of the capsid by interacting with the penton base, peripentoneal
hexons, and pVIII [140]. Protein pIIIa is also involved in the packaging of viral
DNA into the capsid during assembly [142].

Protein VI (pVI)
Protein VI (pVI) is located on the internal side of the virus capsid [118]. Cryo‐EM
study suggests that the pVI is located in the central cavities of the hexon protein
[143]. It is composed of ~206 amino acids and has a MW of ~22 kDa. The pVI
plays multiple roles in the virus infection cycle. It interacts with the endosomal
membrane via its N‐terminal domain [144]. This leads to the disruption of the
endosomal membrane, enabling the endosomal escape of the virus. The pVI
contains a nuclear localization signal (NLS) on its C‐terminal, which binds to
importin proteins and shuttles newly synthesized hexon proteins, lacking NLS,
to the nucleus [145].

Protein VIII (pVIII)
Protein VIII (pVIII) is a minor capsid protein and has a MW of ~20 kDa [118]. It
is situated at the inner side of the viral capsid [140]. Each capsid contains 120
copies of pVIII. The function of pVIII has not been fully described yet. Based on
mutational studies, it has been suggested that pVIII provides structural stability
to the virus capsid [146,147]. Biochemical and structural studies have revealed
that the viral capsid contains two structurally distinct copies (monomers) of pVIII
designated pVIII‐A and ‐B [148]. Both pVIII‐A and ‐B form complexes with other
minor capsid proteins such as pVI, pV, and pIIIa and altogether these complexes
stabilize the hexons together with pIX [148].
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Protein IX (pIX)
Protein IX (pIX) is the smallest (13 kDa and 140 amino acids for HAdV‐A2) and
the most flexible molecule among cement proteins [148]. It is found only in the
family Mastadenoviridae and there are 240 copies of pIX per capsid [149]. The pIX
is located centrally on the external facet of nine hexons or GONs [150]. It directly
interacts with hexons and stabilizes the capsid [151]. The pIX also confers the
thermostability of the virus particles [152,153]. HAdVs, lacking pIX display, the
ability to propagate but are more heat‐sensitive than wild‐type HAdV. The pIX
has also been suggested to be important for viral entry, intracellular transport of
virus via microtubule, and transcriptional activation of the major late genes [154‐
156].

1.7.5. The core and non‐structural proteins
HAdV core contains a ~36 kb linear double‐stranded DNA and five different core
proteins: proteins VII (pVII), V (pV), μ, IVa2 (pIVa2), and terminal protein (TP)
(Figure 3). The pVII is the most abundant protein in the core with approximately
800 copies per virus particle and responsible for the packaging of the viral
genome [157,158]. Along with pV and μ, pVII interacts with viral DNA and
triggers the compaction of DNA (nucleosome‐like particles) within the viral core
[159]. The pV also interacts with pVI, viral DNA and, N‐terminus of penton base
and connects the core with protein capsid [160]. The pIVa2 is located at one vertex
of the icosahedron and has the ability to bind to DNA in a sequence‐specific
manner [161]. It is involved in the packaging of viral DNA into the capsid during
virion assembly as well as regulation of the expression of late genes [162,163].
Each viral particle contains two copies of TP, which are attached to both 5´ends
of the viral genome [164]. TP is an 80‐kDa protein and functions as the primer for
replication initiation, an essential step of the DNA replication [165].
HAdV also contains approximately 30 different non‐structural proteins (NSPs),
which are expressed in low copy numbers [118]. DNA‐binding protein (DBP),
adenoviral protease (AVP), and DNA polymerase (AdPol) are well‐characterized
NSPs. The DBP binds to single‐stranded DNA and protects it from nucleases
[166]. It also destabilizes the DNA helix during DNA replication [167].
Approximately 10‐30 copies of AVPs are present in the core of the viral particle
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[168]. AVP is crucial for capsid assembly and virion maturation since it cleaves
several precursor, minor capsid, and core proteins. The AdPol contains both 5′–
3′ polymerase and a 3′–5′ exonuclease activities, which are essential for viral
genome replication and DNA proofreading, respectively [165].
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1.8. Adenovirus infection cycle
HAdVs can replicate in both dividing and non‐dividing cells and the replication
takes approximately 24‐36 hours [165]. HAdV infection cycle can be divided into
two phases. The first or “early” phase, which includes virus entry (attachment
and internalization) into the host cell followed by the entry of the viral genome
to the nucleus, and expression of the early genes. The gene products of early
genes modulate the cellular machinery, which facilitates the replication of viral
DNA In the second or “late” phase, transcription and translation of late genes
take place, using newly produced genomes as a template. Capsid assembly,
virion maturation, and release follow these events. Approximately 105 virus
particles are released from an infected cell [169].

1.8.1. Attachment receptors
HAdV’s attachment to host cells is mediated by the interaction between the
primary cell‐surface receptor and the knob domain (C‐terminal) of the viral fiber
protein [132]. HAdVs utilize various cell‐surface receptors, including
proteinaceous and glycan‐containing receptors, described below in detail (Figure
7). In addition, there has been a report showing receptor‐independent entry (via
phagocytosis) of HAdV into dendritic cells [170].

Figure 7: Selective human adenovirus attachment and entry receptors on the cell‐
surface. Reprinted with permission from the publisher [132].
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Proteinaceous receptors
The coxsackie and adenovirus receptor (CAR)
In 1997 Bergelson et. al., identified the coxsackie and adenovirus receptor (CAR)
as a cellular receptor for two unrelated and structurally distinct viral pathogens
i.e., Coxsackie B viruses and HAdVs [171]. They demonstrated that non‐
permissive Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells become susceptible to HAdV‐C2
and ‐C5 attachment and infection when transfected with human CAR cDNA.
Later, CAR was found to function as a cellular receptor for multiple HAdVs,
belonging to species A, C, D, E, F, and G HAdVs [134,137]. CAR is a 46‐kDa
transmembrane protein and consists of a cytoplasmic tail, a transmembrane
domain, and an extracellular domain comprising of two Ig‐like domains
designated D1 and D2 [172]. CAR is expressed in many organs including heart,
brain, liver, and kidney [173]. It is expressed mostly in epithelial cells and
involved in various physiological processes, which include cell‐cell adhesion and
regulation of the cytoskeleton through interactions with actin and microtubules.
As a component of epithelial cell tight junctions, CAR participates in forming a
barrier to the paracellular flow of solutes macromolecules.
In in vivo, CAR is expressed in tight junctions and on the basolateral side of
polarized epithelial cells. Thus, there has been a debate as to whether CAR is
accessible to the virus in order to initiate attachment and infection from the apical
side of polarized epithelial cells in vivo. It has been suggested that the virus enters
the lateral and/or basolateral side either by epithelial lesions or by infiltrating
through epithelial immune cells [174]. In addition, a minor isoform of CAR i.e.,
CAREx8 has been detected on the apical surface of polarized airway epithelial cells
and may be responsible for mediating the initial interactions with the virus [175].
The CAR–fiber interaction also promotes intercellular transmission of progeny
viruses [176]. Infected cells secrete a large amount of soluble fiber proteins, which
disrupt intercellular CAR–CAR homodimers, thereby promoting the transport of
progeny viruses to uninfected cells. The AB loop of the knob binds to the
outermost domain (domain D1) of the CAR (Figure 8) [177]. The fiber knob‐CAR
interactions are usually of high affinity (KD in nM range) [178]. Structural features
such as length and flexibility of the fiber also contribute to determining the usage
of CAR as a cellular receptor [133].
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Figure 8: Crystal structure (top view) of HAdV‐A12 fiber knob (blue) in complex
with a CAR‐D1 domain (light green). The complex shows three CAR D1 domains
binding at the interfaces between fiber knob subunits. Adapted from [177], with
permission from the publisher.

CD46
HAdVs also utilize other proteinaceous receptors besides CAR. Mostly species B
HAdVs use CD46 as an attachment receptor [179‐181]. CD46, also known as
membrane cofactor protein (MCP), is a glycoprotein and member of the family
of regulators of complement activation [182]. CD46 plays important roles in
innate immune response and is a key molecule that prevents the destruction of
healthy host cells from complement system. CD46 contains three domains; the
extracellular domain or ectodomain, a transmembrane, and a short intracellular
cytoplasmic tail. The ectodomain of CD46 consists of four short consensus
repeats (SCRs; SCR1‐SCR4) and a serine, threonine, and proline rich region
(STP region). Segerman et. al., showed that HAdV‐B11 binds to human CD46
expressing CHO cells ten times more efficiently than cells expressing human
CAR and/or CD55 [181]. In an independent study, Gaggar et. al., reported CD46
as a cellular receptor for multiple species B HAdVs, although, HAdV‐B3 used
CD46 as a low‐affinity receptor [179]. Later, Sirena et. al., demonstrated that
CD46 functions as a cellular receptor for HAdV‐B3 on CD46 expressing human
and rodent cells [183]. They showed that the expression of human CD46 on the
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surface of non‐permissive cells supports the attachment of HAdV‐B3, although,
high level of CD46 expression required for efficient HAdV‐B3 entry into cell. In
line with this, Trinh et. al., found that HAdV‐B3 and ‐B7 fiber knobs interact with
CD46 in an avidity‐dependent manner [184]. CD46 has also been suggested as a
cellular receptor for EKC‐causing HAdV‐D37 [185]. The knob domain of viral
fiber protein mediates interaction with CD46. Structural analyses have shown
that the SCR1 and SCR2 domains of CD46 mediate interaction with the FG, IJ,
and HI loops of fiber knob, which are located at interfaces of two fiber subunits
(Figure 9) [186,187]. Depending on the HAdV‐type, the affinity of fiber knob‐
CD46 interaction varies from nM to mM [188,189]. CD46 has been described as a
‘pathogen magnet’ since it is utilized as a receptor by a number of viral (measles
virus and human herpesvirus‐6) and bacterial (Neisseria and Streptococcus
species) pathogens to infect host cells [190].

Figure 9: Crystal structure (top view) of HAdV‐B11 fiber knob (light green) in
complex with CD46 domains SCR‐1 and SCR‐2 (blue). The complex shows three
CD46 (domain SCR‐1 and SCR‐2) fragments binding at the interfaces between
fiber knob subunits. Adapted from [187] with permission from the publisher.

Desmoglein‐2 (DSG‐2)
DSG‐2 is a calcium‐binding transmembrane glycoprotein, belonging to the
cadherin protein family, and is involved in cell‐cell adhesion [191]. Di Guilmi et.
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al., were first who suggested an alternative receptor (other than CAR) for species
B HAdVs [192]. In their overlay protein binding assay, two HeLa membrane
proteins of ~130 and ~100 kDa bound to HAdV‐B3. They demonstrated that 130‐
kDa protein interacts with HAdV‐B3 fiber and the interaction required divalent
cations. Later, Wang et. al., identified DSG‐2 (MW ~130 kDa) as a main cellular
receptor for HAdV‐B3, ‐B7, ‐B11, and ‐B14, which also interact with CD46 (known
receptor for species B HAdVs) with low‐affinity [193]. Unlike HAdV interactions
with other receptors, high‐affinity of HAdV binding to DSG‐2 is mediated by
both penton base and fiber proteins [193,194]. DSG‐2 is an integral component of
desmosomes and is found in most human tissues [195]. Similar to CAR, DSG‐2 is
primarily expressed in polarized epithelial cells and is localized in intercellular
junctions, making DSG‐2 inaccessible for HAdVs binding to the apical side of
cells. During HAdV‐B infection, excess amounts of dodecahedral particles
(PtDds; consisting of penton base and fibers), are synthesized and secreted from
infected cells [194,196]. These PtDds bind to DSG‐2 and trigger DSG‐2 mediated
signaling that leads to cleavage of DSG‐2 extracellular domains causing the
disruption of DSG‐2 homodimers. This opens up intercellular junctions and
facilitates the spread of virions between epithelial cells. The interaction between
HAdV‐B3 fiber knob and DSG‐2 displays a unique (for AdVs) interaction pattern:
i.e. 1:1 or 2:1 (DSG‐2: knob trimer) [197] (Figure 10).
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Figure 10: CryoEM structure (top views) of the HAdV‐B3 fiber knob in complex
with DSG‐2 ectodomains (EC2 and EC3). The complex shows the binding of EC2‐
EC3 domain of DSG‐2 at the interfaces between fiber knob subunits. Adapted
from [197], which permits unrestricted use.
HAdV‐B3 fiber knob interaction with DSG‐2 ectodomains (EC2 and EC3) takes
place at the top of the trimeric fiber knob close to the three‐fold axis. The EC2‐
EC3 domains engage with two HAdV‐B3 fiber monomers with the third
monomer having no contacts with the receptor in the 1:1 complex [197].

Other receptors
In addition to the above‐mentioned receptors, HAdVs have also been shown to
utilize other proteinaceous receptors, including scavenger receptor A (SR‐A),
CD80 and CD86, vascular cell adhesion molecule‐1 (VCAM‐1), and the α2
domain of the major histocompatibility complex 1 (MHC‐I).
SRs belong to a large family (A‐J) of membrane‐bound receptors and recognize a
variety of ligands such as proteoglycans, modified low‐density lipoprotein,
ferritin, and cholesterol ester [198]. SR‐A has been suggested as a receptor for
HAdV‐C5 and is responsible for uptake of the virus in macrophages i.e., Kupffer
cells both in vitro and in vivo [199,200]. HAdV‐C5 was suggested to bind to SR‐A
via the fiber knob. CD80 and CD86 are cell‐surface markers expressed on human
dendritic cells and mature B‐lymphocytes and play critical roles in stimulating
T‐lymphocyte responses by interacting with their ligands, CD28 and CTLA‐4
[201,202]. Species B HAdVs have been shown to bind to CD80 and CD86 via the
fiber knob domain and use these molecules as receptors [203,204]. VCAM‐1
belongs to the immunoglobulin family and consists of an extracellular region
with seven immunoglobulin‐like domains, a transmembrane region, and a
cytoplasmic tail. It functions as an endothelial receptor for leukocytes [205]. It has
been shown that HAdV‐based vectors efficiently transduce VCAM‐1 expressing
cells compared to VCAM‐1‐negative cells [206]. Interestingly, domain 7 of
VCAM‐1 and domain 1 of CAR have significant homology. MHC‐I molecules,
which are expressed on all nucleated cells and display intracellular proteins to
cytotoxic T cells, also function as receptors for HAdV‐C5 [207]. HAdV‐C5 fiber
knob binds α2 domain of MHC‐I and increased MHC‐I α2 expression enhances
the susceptibility of cells to HAV‐C5 infection.
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Glycan‐containing receptors
Sialic acid
Sialic acids (SAs) are negatively charged glycans and are ubiquitously expressed
on cell‐surfaces. Cell‐surface SAs play important roles in various physiological
processes such as cell‐cell adhesion and the regulation of immune responses
[208,209]. Unlike most monosaccharides, SAs are built by a nine‐carbon backbone
instead of five or six‐carbon backbones [208]. They often occupy the non‐
reducing end of the glycan chain where they are linked to galactose residues
through α2,3‐ or α2,6‐glycosidic bonds. Alternatively, they are linked to
neighboring SAs through α2,8‐glycosidic bonds. SA‐containing glycans are
either covalently bound to proteins (via serines or threonines (O‐linkages) or to
asparagines in the sequon Asn‐X‐Ser/Thr (N‐linkages) or to lipids. In nature, SAs
undergo a wide variety of modifications and to date, more than 60 different types
of SAs have been identified (Figure 11) [208,210]. 5‐N‐acetyl neuraminic acid
(Neu5Ac) is often designated as prototype SA and is the most abundant/common
SA in humans.
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Figure 11: The chemical structures and diversities of naturally occurring sialic
acids (SAs). The diversity of SAs arises from differential modifications at
different carbon positions. Reprinted with permission from the publisher [210].
Due to their abundance and accessibility on cell‐surfaces, many viruses exploit
SA‐containing glycans for initial attachment to and subsequent infection of host
cells. Epidemic keratoconjunctivitis (EKC‐) causing HAdV‐D37 uses SA‐
containing glycans as cellular receptors for infection of ocular cells [211]. The
HAdV‐D37 fiber knob has a pI of 9.14 (very positively charged), which facilitates
the charge‐dependent interaction between HAdV‐D37 fiber knob and cell‐
surface SAs [212]. X‐ray crystallographic analysis revealed that HAdV‐D37
contains a central cavity on the top of the trimeric fiber knob, containing three
SA‐binding sites that specifically recognize and bind to SAs [213] (Figure 12A).
HAdV‐D37 prefers to interact with SAs that are linked via α2,3‐glycosidic bonds
to subsequent galactose. Glycan array analysis and in vitro studies revealed that
HAdV‐D37 binds (via its fiber knob) to a SA‐containing hexasaccharide,
resembling the hexasaccharide found in gangliosides GD1a, and uses these
glycans to infect human corneal epithelial (HCE) cells [211]. We have recently
shown that SA‐containing glycans function as cellular receptors for other EKC‐
causing HAdVs i.e. HAdV‐D8, ‐D53, ‐D54, and ‐D64 [112]. HAdV‐G52, which is
associated with gastroenteritis in humans, has recently been shown to bind SA
[40]. The SSF of HAdV‐G52 binds to SA by engaging a positively charged steering
rim [137,214] (Figure 12B).
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Figure 12: Crystal structures (top views) of the (A) HAdV‐D37 and (B) HAdV‐
G52 fiber knobs in complex with sialic acids (SAs; shown inside black circles).
The complexes show SA‐binding at central cavity and at steering rim of HAdV‐
D37 and HAdV‐G52 fiber knob subunits (trimers are shown in three different
colors), respectively. Adapted from [137,213], which permit unrestricted use.
In addition, bovine AdV ‐3 and turkey AdV‐3 also bind to SA‐containing glycans
via the fiber knobs [215,216].

Heparan sulfate proteoglycans
Heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) are glycoproteins and consist of a
protein core and one or more covalently attached heparan sulfate (HS) chains, a
type of glycosaminoglycan (GAG) [217]. HS is a linear polysaccharide and is
composed of a repetitive disaccharide unit of an amino sugar (N‐acetyl
glucosamine or N‐acetylgalactosamine) and a uronic acid (iduronic or glucuronic
acid) [218]. HS monosaccharides contain sulfate groups covalently bound to
different carbons (2S, 6S, and/or 6S). Together with carboxylic acid groups of the
uronic acids, the sulfate groups provide an overall negative charge to HS or
HSPGs. HSPGs are present on the cell‐surface such as syndecan 1‐4 and
glypicans and in the extracellular matrix (ECM), such as perlecan. They regulate
various physiological processes including cell‐cell adhesion, cell proliferation,
cell signaling, inflammation, development, and angiogenesis [219] (Figure 13).
Many pathogenic viruses have evolved to use HSPGs as attachment receptors
[220]. Studies have shown that HAdV‐C2 and ‐C5 use HSPGs as cellular
receptors although the viral protein that binds to HSPGs is still unknown
[221,222]. The shaft domain of the HAdV‐C5 fiber contains a putative HS‐binding
motif that has been suggested to interact with HSPGs.
HAdV‐B3 and ‐B35 use HSPGs as low‐affinity receptors [223]. HAdV‐B3 binds to
HSPG via the fiber knob, whereas HAdV‐B35 binding to HSPGs is independent
of the knob. Studies have also demonstrated interactions between the
dodecahedron of HAdV‐B3 and HSPGs [224,225]. HAdV‐D37 also interacts with
soluble GAGs, however, the function of this interaction remains unknown. One
of the aims of this thesis is to explore the impact of HAdV‐D37:GAG interaction
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in HAdV‐D37 infection cycle. Mouse AdV‐1 (MAV‐1) has also been shown to
interact with HSPGs [226].

Figure 13: Illustration is showing involvement of HSPGs in various physiological
processes (a to n). Reprinted with permission from the publisher [219].

Attachment via bridge molecules
HAdVs also bind to multiple soluble components, which function as bridge
molecules and promote virus binding to host cells and subsequent infection
[227]. Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) constitutes approximately 40–
50% of the total phospholipid pool of pulmonary surfactant [228]. It is secreted
by alveolar epithelial and Clara cells. DPPC has been shown to enhance the
delivery of recombinant HAdV‐based vectors in rat and rabbit lungs and in A549
cells [229‐231]. DPPC binds to the hexon protein with a moderate affinity (KD =
~75 μM). Lactoferrin (Lf) has also been shown to bind to species C HAdVs and
promote virus binding and infection of epithelial cells of multiple origins [232].
Lf is an iron transport protein and an antimicrobial molecule [233]. Studies have
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shown that coagulation factor IX (FIX) and complement component C4 binding
protein (C4BP) also enhance HAdV‐C5 infection of hepatocytes and Kupffer cells
[234]. Subsequent study has demonstrated that vitamin K‐dependent zymogens,
including coagulation factors VII (FVII) and X (FX), and protein C also promote
transduction of hepatocytes by HAdVs [235]. HSPGs function as cellular
receptors for HAdV:FX complex [236]. The GLA domain of FX mediates the
interaction with HVR‐5 or HVR‐7 of the hexon protein, whereas the serine
protease domain of FX binds to HSPGs, thereby, bridging between HAdV to cell‐
surface HSPGs. In addition, FIX has also been shown to bind to HAdV‐A18 and
‐A31 via hexon protein and enhance the binding of the virus to lung and gut
epithelial cells [237].

1.8.2. Internalization and intracellular trafficking
After initial attachment with primary receptors, HAdVs require additional
receptors for their internalization into the cells. These receptors are known as co‐
receptors and belong to the integrin family. Integrins are glycoproteins and
consist of an extracellular domain, a single transmembrane domain, and a short
cytoplasmic tail. They are heterodimeric, cell‐surface adhesion molecules,
consisting of α‐ and β‐subunits [238]. Integrins are found in a variety of cells with
most cells expressing distinct sets of integrins and involved in various cellular
processes, including cell‐cell adhesion, migration, and cell growth. Integrins
achieve these functions by engaging with various components of the extracellular
matrix such as laminin, fibronectin, and collagen [238]. They also have the ability
to transduce cellular signaling in two ways: outside‐in (signaling derived from
extracellular ligands) or inside‐out (signaling derived from extracellular ligands)
[239]. So far, 18α and 8β subunits, forming 24 known different heterodimers,
have been identified.
Binding of HAdVs to primary receptors allows subsequent interaction with
integrins, which facilitates virus internalization and membrane penetration [127].
HAdV‐integrin interaction is mediated by the penton base (PB) and it’s exposed
Arginine‐Glycine‐Aspartic acid (RGD) motif, which is critical for the interaction.
The RGD motif forms a flexible loop and is conserved in all HAdV types, except
for HAdV‐F40 and ‐F41 [125]. Till date, several integrins such as αvβ1, αvβ3,
αvβ5, α3β1, and α5β1 have been identified as co‐receptors for HAdVs [128,240‐
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243]. HAdV‐F40 and ‐F41, lacking RGD motif, were recently shown to utilize
laminin‐binding α2‐, α3‐, and α6‐containing integrins as co‐receptors [244]. Four
integrin molecules can interact with one PB. This interaction leads to the
clustering of integrins [245]. This triggers outside‐in signaling that activates
intracellular phosphatidylinositol‐3‐OH kinase and Rho‐GTPase, which cause
actin reorganization and promote HAdV uptake (by endocytosis) via clathrin‐
coated vesicles [174] (Figure 14).

Figure 14: HAdV infection cycle. Illustration showing (A) a typical structure of
HAdV and (B) essential steps (from virion attachment to release) of HAdV
infection cycle. Reprinted from the publisher [246], which permits unrestricted
use.
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HAdVs can also be endocytosed via macropinocytosis [247,248]. Following
internalization, disassembly of fibers takes place in the primary endosome [249].
It has also been shown that disassembly of fiber begins at the cell‐surface,
independent of endocytosis [250]. The acidic pH of endosomes promotes the
uncoating of other capsid proteins, mainly penton base, hexon, pIIIa, and pVI.
Protein VI contains amphipathic α‐helix and plays a significant role in
endosomal membrane disruption and escape [144]. Following the endosomal
escape, microtubules facilitate the transport of partially dissembled viral capsids,
along with viral DNA, to the nuclear pore complex (NPC) [251]. The viral capsid
undergoes further disassembly at the NPC followed by translocation of viral
DNA into the nucleoplasm, where viral transcription and replication takes place
[252]. Protein VII, tightly associated with the viral genome, also promotes nuclear
import of viral DNA [253].

1.8.3. Genome organization, gene products, and gene expression
The HAdV genome is a single linear molecule of double‐stranded DNA (35‐40
kbp), containing inverted terminal repeats (ITRs) of 30–371 bp at its both ends.
The 5′ ends of each DNA strand are covalently linked to a virus‐coded terminal
protein (TP) [254]. The HAdV genome is composed of five early transcription
units (E1A, E1B, E2, E3, and E4), four intermediate transcription units (IX, IVa2,
L4 intermediate, and E2 late), and one major late transcription unit (MLTU; L1–
L5) [255] (Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Transcriptional map of HAdV. Arrows indicate the direction of
transcription and the gene locations within the genome. Adapted from [255],
which permits unrestricted use.
All transcripts are capped and polyadenylated and contain complex splicing
patterns, producing families of mRNAs. In addition, most HAdV genomes also
contain two virus‐associated (VA) RNA genes, which are transcribed by RNA
polymerase III.
Once the viral genome reaches the nucleus, transcription from the E1A unit
begins. The mRNAs, originating from E1A genes, undergo alternative splicing
and are transported to the cytoplasm for translation. The newly synthesized E1A
proteins stimulate transcription of E1A, E1B, E2, E3, and E4 genes. Next, E2 genes
are transcribed producing E2 proteins i.e., TP, AdPol, and viral DBP, providing
the machinery for viral DNA replication. This follows by the transcription of E3
genes. The E3 gene products are responsible for suppressing the host immune
defense mechanisms and lysis of infected cells. Finally, E4 genes are transcribed
producing E4 proteins, which prevent cells from apoptosis and shut host protein
synthesis. The names of transcripts, their corresponding gene products, and
functions are briefly summarized in Table 4.
Table 4: Human adenovirus genome transcripts, gene products, and their
functions.
Transcripts
E1A

Gene products
243 R and 289 R

E1B
E2
E3

19K and 55K
TP, AdPol, and DBP
GP19Kd, 10.4Kd, 11.6Kd,
and 14.7Kd

E4

ORF1, ORF2, ORF3, ORF4,
ORF6, and
ORF6/7
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Function
Transcriptional modulators
and stimulate the cell to enter
S‐phase
Prevent cells from apoptosis
DNA replication
Immune evasion such as
inhibition of the transcription
of MHC I and apoptosis
DNA replication, viral
transcription, apoptosis, and
regulation of cell cycle
signaling

Intermediate
transcription
unit
VA‐RNAs

Major late
transcription
unit (MLTU)

IX and IVa2 (L4
intermediate, and E2 late)

Capsid proteins,
transcriptional activation

low molecular weight
regulatory RNAs

Facilitate translation of late
mRNAs and impairs the
cellular interferon response
Capsid proteins, maturation of
virion particles

Structural proteins i.e.
hexon, penton, and fiber
and 23kd protein also
known as adenoviral
protease (AVP)

1.8.4. DNA replication
In actively proliferating immortalized human cells, adenoviral DNA replication
occurs within 6–8 hours after infection. The DNA replication of AdV is a highly
efficient process, producing up to approximately one million copies of DNA
within 40 hours [165]. Three viral proteins play a central role in HAdV genome
replication; (i) the precursor terminal protein (pTP) that serves as a primer for
DNA replication, (ii) the Adpol that contains a 5´‐3´ polymerase and 3´‐5´
exonuclease activities, which are required for DNA replication and proofreading,
respectively, and (iii) the DBP that binds to ssDNA in a sequence‐independent
manner and enables the unwinding of the DNA helix and protects ssDNA from
degradation. The DNA replication initiates at ITRs and involves a unique protein
priming mechanism (Figure 16A). The viral proteins; the pTP, AdPol, and DBP
form a pre‐initiation complex at the origin of replications (Ori), which are located
at each end of the viral genome. The pTP and Adpol form a stable heterodimer,
in which pTP is covalently bound to the 5’ ends of the double‐stranded linear
genome. The nuclear factor I (NF1) and octamer‐binding transcription factor‐1
(Oct‐1) protein also bind to the end of ITRs (close the pTP‐Adpol complex), and
enhance the efficiency of initiation [256,257]. Following initiation, the addition of
nucleotides takes place. Sequentially, pTP dissociates from Adpol and along with
DBP and cellular topoisomerase, Adpol elongates the newly synthesized DNA
strand (Figure 16B). In the late step of the viral infection cycle, pTP is processed
by AVP, resulting in the formation of a smaller TP that remains associated with
each DNA end. The newly synthesized dsDNA molecules serve as templates for
subsequent rounds of replication and transcription of late genes. Viral DNA
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replication also activates the expression of intermediate transcription unit
associated genes. The transcription of MLTU (L1 to L5) also occurs during
replication.

Figure 16: Illustration is showing the initiation of adenoviral DNA replication.
(A) The origin of replication (Ori). (B) Protein priming and initiation of
replication. Reprinted with permission from the publisher [165].
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1.8.5. Viral assembly and release
Although protein synthesis occurs in the cytoplasm, assembly of viral proteins
into mature virus particles takes place in the nucleus. In the cytoplasm, newly
synthesized capsid proteins undergo proper folding and multimerization, which
are governed by the viral L4‐encoded 100K protein [258]. Pentameric penton
bases and trimeric fibers also form penton capsomeres (penton base and fiber)
before nuclear transport [259]. Viral proteins are transported to the nucleus
through NPCs. Most HAdV capsid proteins (except hexon) contain nuclear
localization signals (NLSs), which play a critical role in nuclear transportation
[145]. The pVI provides an adaptor function for hexon protein, lacking NLS,
import by forming a complex with nuclear import receptors importin α/β, which
facilitate nuclear import of hexon proteins [145].
The left end of the HAdV genome contains multiple AT‐rich repeat regions that
comprise DNA packaging signals/sequences [260]. Viral proteins IVa2, L4‐22
kDa, and L1‐52/55 kDa recognize and bind these packaging sequences and
facilitate the viral genome encapsidation [261,262]. Further, AVP cleaves
precursor capsid and core proteins; pVI, pVII, pVIII, μ, and TP [263]. This step is
essential for the maturation of the pro‐virions into infectious virions. The AVP is
also encapsidated and is essential for the entry of progeny viruses into
neighboring cells [264].
HAdVs are lytic viruses meaning that cell lysis is required for the release of
progeny virions. Cleavage of cellular cytokeratin K18 by viral proteases causes
disruption of the cytoskeleton, making infected cells susceptible to lysis [265].
During the late‐phase of virus infection, HAdV‐infected cells also express E3‐
11.6K protein also known as adenovirus death protein (ADP) [266].
Accumulation of ADP (in the cytoplasm) leads to lysis of cells, resulting in the
release of progeny virions. Infected cells also release a large number of immature
virions (capsid without DNA), which have the ability to induce inflammation
without gene expression [267,268]. Autophagy and apoptosis have also been
reported to be involved in the HAdV induced cell lysis [269,270].
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2. Glycobiology of virus infections
The surfaces of host cells are covered with glycans, which play essential roles in
various physiological processes. The complexity and heterogeneity of these
glycans arise from complex biosynthetic machinery of host cells involving
various enzymes. This also governs the host‐, tissue‐, and cell‐specific expression
pattern of glycans. Given their prominent location at the cell‐surface, a large
number of viruses evolved to recognize distinct glycan motifs on the host cell‐
surface and use these glycans as attachment factors/receptors (Figure 17).
Negatively charged glycans, for example, SAs and GAGs and neutral glycans,
for example, human blood group antigens (HBGAs) are well‐characterized
cellular receptors for viral attachment and entry of multiple viruses.

Figure 17: Illustration of various glycan‐containing molecules on the cell‐surface.
A selective number of viruses that bind to cell‐surface glycans are shown as
representatives. Adapted from [271] with permission from the publisher.
Virus interactions with cell‐surface glycans are mediated by viral proteins or
glycoproteins (generally termed as glycan‐binding proteins or GBPs, which is
also used for non‐viral glycan‐binding proteins). These initial interactions are one
of the many factors that contribute to and/or determine tissue tropism, host
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adaptation, and pathogenesis. Some examples of the role of glycans in the initial
steps of virus infections are stated below.
Influenza A viruses (IAVs) are the best‐studied viruses that use cell‐surface SAs
as cellular receptors [272]. The IAV surface protein hemagglutinin mediates
binding to SAs. The specificity of hemagglutinin towards specific SA‐containing
glycans on the host cell‐surface is one of many factors that govern the adaptation
of IAV to the specific host [273]. In addition, the expression of specific glycans on
surfaces of different cells and tissues contributes to the cell/tissue‐specific
tropism of IAVs. For example, IAVs that infect humans and are transmitted via
respiratory droplets, specifically bind to glycan receptors terminating in α2,6‐
linked SAs [274]. The human upper respiratory epithelial surfaces (primary
target site for infection of human‐adapted IAVs) predominantly express α2–6‐
linked SAs [275]. On the other hand, avian IAVs typically affect deep lung tissues
and sporadically infect the lower respiratory tract of humans [276]. Avian IAVs
preferentially bind α2–3‐linked SAs, which are found abundantly on epithelial
cells of the intestine of birds and in the lower respiratory tract of humans [277‐
279]. A mucin‐1 glycoprotein that displays SA‐containing glycans provides
resistance to epithelial cells against IAV infection and limits IAV‐induced
inflammation [280]. Several common human viral pathogens, including
enteroviruses (EVs) and HAdVs, also utilize SA‐glycans for binding to host cell‐
surface [112,211,212,281‐284].
HBGAs (neutral glycans) are mainly expressed on the epithelial surface of the
human intestinal epithelial cells [285‐287]. These glycans play key roles in
mediating initial attachment/entry of human rotavirus (HuRoV) and norovirus
(HuNoV), two leading causes of virus‐associated gastroenteritis worldwide
[35,288]. These viruses specifically recognize and bind to fucose moieties that are
linked to galactose via α1–2 linkages (a characteristic motif on HBGAs) [289].
Studies have also associated the susceptibility HuRoV and HuNoV to the
presence or absence of HBGAs on gut epithelial surfaces [290‐292]. Based on
epidemiological and challenge study, it has been suggested that so‐called non‐
secretors (lack or express very little HBGAs) are resistant to several HuNoV
genotypes including the predominant GII.4. In addition, HuNoV‐based‐particles
(virus‐like particles; VLPs) bound to gastroduodenal cells from secretors but not
non‐secretors [293]. However, this is not universal as VLPs from a HuNoV strain
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GII.4 (Farmington Hills) bound to saliva from both secretors and non‐secretors
[294]. Moreover, using HuNoV strain GII.2 (Snow Mountain) Lindesmith et. al.,
found no correlation between secretor status and susceptibility [295,296].
Negatively charged GAGs are ubiquitously expressed on the cell‐surface and
serve as initial attachment factors for multiple viral pathogens. Major GAG types
are the non‐sulfated i.e., hyaluronic acid (HA) and sulfated i.e. heparan sulfate
(HS), chondroitin sulfate (CS), dermatan sulfate (DS), and keratan sulfate (KS)
(Figure 18). All GAGs except HA are components of proteoglycans (PGs)
meaning that they are attached to a protein core via serine/threonine/asparagine
residue. GAGs are present both on the cell‐surface and in the extracellular matrix
(ECM).

Figure 18: Structures and composition of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). All GAGs
except hyaluronic acid are linked to a protein backbone core. Reprinted from the
publisher, which permits unrestricted use [297].
HSPGs play key roles in mediating initial attachment of several common human
viruses: HAdVs, HSV‐1 and ‐2, HIV, norovirus genotype II, respiratory syncytial
virus, astroviruses, CMV, hepatitis viruses, dengue virus, papillomaviruses,
coxsackievirus A9 and B3 strains, EV‐71, echovirus E5, and Ebola virus are some
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examples [298]. Specific modification in HS, such as sulfation at specific carbon
position of glucosamine also plays a crucial role in determining the susceptibility
of cells to virus infection [299].
Glycans in both bodily secretions and ECM can also function as barriers or as
decoy receptors that prevent incoming viruses from binding to their
corresponding glycan‐receptors on the cell‐surface. For instance, human milk
oligosaccharides with α1–2 fucosyl glycan motif (similar to that in HBGAs) have
been suggested to function as decoy receptors for HuNoV and neonatal HuRoV
[300‐302]. The binding of invading IAVs to secreted SA‐containing mucins (as
soluble decoys) on the mucosal‐surfaces also prevents IAVs from binding to
functional receptors and limits subsequent infection of underlying cells [303,304].
To evade this decoy barrier, IAVs utilize neuraminidase that cleaves SAs from
mucin glycoproteins [305]. Recently, we have demonstrated soluble and cell‐
surface GAGs functioning as decoy receptors for HAdV‐D37 [306].
SAs and HSPGs, located on the surface of infected cells, have also been shown to
trap newly exiting IAVs and HSV‐1, respectively [307,308]. However, enzymatic
removal of SA (by viral neuraminidase) and HS (by cellular heparanase) from
the surface of infected cells facilitate the egress of IAVs and HSV‐1 progenies,
respectively.
A selected number of viruses also interact with glycans attached to lipids, usually
glycosphingolipids (GSLs), on the cell‐surface [309]. GSLs are composed of
hydrophobic ceramides, such as sphingosine and hydrophilic carbohydrates.
Multiple members of non‐enveloped calici‐, rota‐, polyoma‐, and parvovirus
families have been shown to utilize GSLs as cellular receptors [310].
Virus interactions with cellular glycans also constitute a target for antiviral
drug development. For example, one of the earliest antiviral therapeutic
strategies based on virus‐glycan interaction was the design of SA‐analogues
(oseltamivir and zanamivir), which specifically bind to and inactivate IAV
neuraminidase [311]. Sulfated GAGs, such as heparin, GAG‐mimetics, and
several SA‐based molecules, have shown potent antiviral activities (as
attachment inhibitors) against multiple glycan‐binding viruses [109,111,312,313].
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3. Aims of the thesis
The overall aim of this thesis is to explore the function(s) of glycans during early
steps of human adenovirus (HAdV) infection cycle.
Aim 1: To explore the function of soluble and cell‐surface glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs) during the entry of EKC‐causing HAdV‐D37 into corneal cells.
Aim 2: To evaluate the antiviral activity of GAG‐mimetics against HAdV‐D37.
Aim 3: To investigate the impact of cell‐surface sialic acids (SAs) on the infection
of ocular HAdVs.
Aim 4: To develop and evaluate the antiviral activity of trivalent‐SA (TSA)
compounds against EKC‐causing HAdV‐D37.
Aim 5: To identify and characterize the cellular receptor(s) used by HAdV‐D36.
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4. Methodological considerations
Here, a brief overview of methods/techniques that were used in conducting this
study is provided together with the rationale, advantages, and disadvantages.

4.1. Glycan array
Due to the vast diversity and complexity of glycans, it is challenging to
identify specific glycans that bind to viruses and/or glycan‐binding proteins
(GBPs) in vitro and in vivo. Glycan microarray is a high‐throughput and rapid
screening method to identify specific glycans that interact with viruses/GBPs.
Glycan arrays are generated by immobilizing glycans (synthetic or natural) of
defined/undefined structures onto a glass surface. The array is probed either
with whole virus particles, VLPs and/or GBPs. The binding is determined by
fluorochromes conjugated to the probe or a probe‐binding antibody. Glycan‐
arrays have enabled the discovery of glycan‐containing attachment receptors for
multiple viruses [132]. We used glycan microarray for identifying specific
glycans that bind to His‐tagged HAdV fiber knobs. To detect the binding, we
used the anti‐His antibody, which was an advantage since there are no specific
antibodies available against HAdV fiber knobs. The risk of the anti‐his antibody
interfering with the interaction is a limitation. To avoid His‐tag‐mediated
interference, we made pre‐complexes of fiber knobs and anti‐his antibodies prior
to applying the knobs in the array. Another limitation of the glycan array is that
they do not represent the whole glycan diversity present on cells or in tissues.

4.2. Virus binding assay using radiolabeled virions
The virus binding assay is a fast and useful method to examine the influence of
various parameters on virus binding to the cellular receptor, a critical first step
in the virus infection cycle. The binding is measured without virus entry into cells
and in a replication‐independent manner. To perform binding assays, we
produced metabolically, 35S‐radiolabeled viruses. The CsCl‐purified viruses are
then incubated with cells at 4 °C and virus‐associated radioactivity is analyzed
by using a scintillation counter (Perkin‐Elmer, USA). The assay does not require
any antibody, reducing the cost of the assay. To avoid viral entry into cells, virus
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binding assay is performed at 4 °C. Since this is not physiological temperature, it
does not imitate virus‐receptor interactions and can be considered as a drawback
of this method. Radioactive substances are hazardous, thus, appropriate
precautions and safety measures must be followed. We used virus binding assays
for the following experiments:
o

to analyze the effect of soluble receptors and antiviral compounds on
HAdV binding to cells

o

to examine the binding of HAdVs to various cell lines

o

to analyze the binding of HAdVs to chemically and enzymatically
treated cells

4.3. Recombinant proteins (RPs)
To understand the structure and characterize the function of viral proteins that
bind to cellular receptors, researchers use RPs of interest. RPs offer several
advantages such as: (i) they can be obtained with a high purity, which is crucial
for characterizing the interactions, (ii) they can be produced in large amount, and
(iii) the desired mutations can be introduced (by site‐directed mutagenesis) in the
proteins. Improper folding and multimerization of purified RPs commonly
occur, which is a disadvantage of working with RPs. The outcome based on RPs
often provide significant information, however, it may differ using whole
virion particles. We produced recombinant His‐tagged HAdV fiber knobs for
the following experiments:
o

to investigate the effect of soluble receptors and antiviral molecules on
HAdV fiber knobs binding to cells

o

to analyze the binding of HAdV fiber knobs to enzymatically treated
cells

o

to crystallize HAdV fiber knobs for structural studies

o

to examine the binding of HAdV fiber knobs to multiple cell lines

o

to perform surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis

4.4. Examining infection by immunofluorescence (IF)
Immunofluorescence (IF) is a fluorescence‐based method and a widely used
technique to visualize the expression of viral antigens in infected cells. Recent
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advancements enabled fluorescence‐based methods such as Trophos (Luminy
Biotech Enterprises, France) for rapid detection and quantification of
fluorescence signals. Specific antibodies bound to their target antigens (viral
protein) are detected by using secondary antibodies conjugated with
fluorochromes such as fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and Alexa Fluor
fluorochromes. A main disadvantage of IF is the fixation and permeabilization of
cells, which may develop artifacts. I used IF for the following experiments:
o

to investigate the effect of soluble receptors and antiviral molecules on
HAdVs infection of cells (to count HAdV‐infected cells)

o

to analyze the infection of chemically and enzymatically treated cells by
HAdVs (to count HAdV‐infected cells)

4.5. Flow cytometry
Flow cytometry is a quantitative and fluorescence‐based method. It is a powerful
tool for analyzing the expression of intracellular as well as cell‐surface molecules.
Flow cytometry is also used for assessing binding of proteins and/or virus
particles to the cell‐surface. It involves making a single‐cell suspension from cell
culture, followed by incubation of cells with desired unconjugated or
fluorochrome‐conjugated proteins/antibodies/viruses. The cells are analyzed in
a flow cytometer (FACS LSRII, Becton Dickinson, USA). I used flow cytometry
for the following experiments:
o

to analyze the expression of cell‐surface GAGs and SAs

o

to analyze the effect of soluble receptors and antiviral molecules on
HAdV fiber knob binding to cells

o

to analyze the binding of HAdV fiber knob to enzymatically treated cells

Fiber knob binding was detected by using anti‐His antibody, which was an
advantage since there is no antibody available against HAdV fiber knobs. The
risk of anti‐His antibody interfering with the interaction is a limitation.

4.6. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
SPR is a quantitative and label‐free detection technique. It is used for observing
real‐time biomolecular interactions between a variety of proteins, viruses, and
small molecules. The affinities of interactions (association and dissociation) can
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also be determined by SPR. It is a very sensitive method, thus, a small amount of
sample is required. No fluorochrome labeling of sample and antibody detection
are needed, minimizing both the risk of steric hindrances caused by
fluorochromes and the cost of assay, respectively. It also provides information on
direct interaction between molecules. The desired samples should be
homogenous with high purity, which is the limitation of SPR. Measuring low
affinity and avidity‐dependent interactions by SPR can be challenging. We used
SPR (Biacore T200) for elucidating direct interactions and determining binding
affinities between HAdV fiber knob and various glycans/antiviral molecules

4.7. Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) is a common and powerful microscopy‐based
technique for visualizing cellular components, for example, proteins or other
macromolecules in tissue samples. The main advantage of IHC is the intuitive
visual output that provides insight into the existence, localization, and spatial
distribution of the target molecules within complex tissues. It involves the
sectioning of tissues at subzero temperatures followed by sequential incubation
of tissues with primary and secondary antibodies at optimum temperatures.
Main disadvantages associated with IHC are (i) it is a relatively insensitive
method, thus, it may not demonstrate molecules present in small
concentrations and (ii) the mechanical disruption of tissues by freezing and
thawing that may cause uneven or distorted staining. We performed IHC to
localize HS and CS as well as KS in healthy human corneal epithelium tissue by
using anti‐HS, anti‐CS, and anti‐KS antibodies.
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5. Results and discussion
5.1. Paper I
Sulfated glycosaminoglycans as viral decoy receptors for human
adenovirus type 37.
Chandra N, Liu Y, Liu J‐X, Frängsmyr L, Wu N, Silva LM, Lindström M, Chai W,
Pedrosa Domellöf F, Feizi T, Arnberg N.
Viruses. 2019 Mar. 11(3).
Due to the prominent location and high density of glycans on the cell‐surface,
multiple viruses have evolved to use glycans for initial attachment to target cells
[298]. In addition, glycans in bodily secretions can also function as decoy
receptors that prevent the interaction of incoming viruses with their
corresponding, glycan‐containing cellular receptors [302,314]. Membrane‐bound
glycans can also exert decoy receptor activity, although, very rarely reported
[280,315]. HAdV‐D37 is a major cause of epidemic keratoconjunctivitis (EKC)
and infects target cells by interacting with SA‐containing glycans via the knob
domain of the viral fiber protein [211]. HAdV‐D37 also interacts with GAGs
[211,212], however, the outcome of this interaction remains unknown. Here, we
investigated the biological function(s) of HAdV‐D37:GAG‐interactions.
To identify specific HAdV‐D37‐interacting GAGs, we first performed a GAG
microarray screening. The GAG microarray contained 15 different GAGs of
varying sizes; from GAG polysaccharides to size‐defined GAG oligosaccharides.
These GAGs were derived from hyaluronic acid (HA), chondroitin sulfate A (CS‐
A), chondroitin sulfate B (CS‐B), chondroitin sulfate C (CS‐C), heparin, heparan
sulfate (HS), and keratan sulfate (KS). HAdV‐D37 fiber knobs bound to all
sulfated GAGs but not to HA (the only non‐sulfated GAG). A higher degree of
binding was observed in the spots having higher amounts of immobilized GAGs.
An overall stronger degree of binding was observed for larger GAG
oligosaccharides. The knob bound strongest to 14‐mers of CS‐B and CS‐C
followed by 14‐mers of heparin, KS, and CS‐A. Next, to identify specific HAdV‐
D37 interacting GAG in the cellular context, we evaluated the binding of 35S‐
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radiolabeled HAdV‐D37, pre‐incubated with GAGs of varying sizes, on human
corneal epithelial (HCE) cells. All sulfated GAGs, except KS and CS‐C
polysaccharides, inhibited virus binding to cells in a dose‐dependent manner,
with heparin as the most potent inhibitor. Given that the HAdV‐D37 fiber knob
bound relatively strong to CS‐C 14‐mers in the GAG microarray, it was
surprising that CS‐C polysaccharide did not inhibit virus binding to cells as
efficiently as heparin. We assume that this may be due to differences in affinity
vs avidity: in the GAG microarray; we analyzed interactions of fiber knobs,
whereas in the cell‐based assay the binding is analyzed by using whole viruses,
which contain 12 fibers. This difference could also be due to the different
presentation of GAGs in the binding inhibition assay (GAGs in solution) and
microarray (lipid‐linked GAGs). This highlights the importance of having
complementary approaches when studying virus:GAG interactions. Notably,
different GAG polysaccharides with relatively similar MWs showed different
inhibitory effects. KS inhibited virus binding weakly, which was in accordance
with the relatively low binding of KS oligosaccharides to knob in the array. The
ability of sulfated GAGs inhibiting the interaction of SA‐binding HAdV‐D37 to
cells highlights the potential decoy receptor function of soluble GAGs present in
bodily secretions and in the ECM. GAGs containing sulfated monosaccharides
such as GlcNAc‐6S‐, Gal‐6S‐, but also Gal‐3S‐containing mucins are abundant in
airway mucus but are present in low amounts in the tear fluid [316‐318]. Thus,
we propose that sulfated GAGs in mucosal secretions, e.g. in airways function as
decoy receptors for SA‐binding ocular viruses including EKC‐causing HAdVs.
Next, by means of surface plasmon resonance (SPR), we confirmed that HAdV‐
D37 fiber knob interacts (with micromolar affinities) with sulfated GAGs but not
to the non‐sulfated GAG i.e. HA that contains a structurally similar backbone as
heparin. To validate this finding in the cellular context, we examined the binding
of HAdV‐D37 fiber knobs, pre‐incubated with heparin and HA, to HCE cells.
Heparin but not HA inhibited HAdV‐D37 fiber knob binding to cells in a dose‐
dependent manner. Similarly, heparin but not HA inhibited both virus binding
to and infection of cells. These results indicate that the negative charge of sulfate
groups is one of the factors contributing to the interaction. Our attempt to define
HAdV‐D37 fiber knob and heparin (dimer to hexamer) interaction using X‐ray
crystallography was unsuccessful. We observed weak densities covering the
positively charged SA‐binding central cavity on the top of the fiber knob. Thus,
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we suggest that the interaction between HAdV‐D37 fiber knob (highly positively
charged) and sulfated GAGs (negatively charged) is mediated by weak charge‐
dependent contacts. This can also explain the potent inhibitory effect of heparin;
a highly sulfated GAG that allows the formation of more contacts leading to
stronger interactions. An overall positive charge on HAdV‐D37 fiber knob
(isoelectric point (pI) = 9.14) also contributes to this interaction. Fiber knobs of
most EKC‐causing HAdVs also contain an overall positive charge [319] (also see
paper II), thus, sulfated GAGs may also function as decoy receptors against these
viruses.
By using HAdV‐C5 (belonging to species C HAdV) as a reference, we showed
serotype‐specific inhibitory activity heparin. Heparin does not exert any
inhibitory effect on HAdV‐C5 fiber knob and HAdV‐C5 binding to or HAdV‐C5
infection of cells. Unlike HAdV‐D37, HAdV‐C5 fiber knob has low pI i.e., 5.67
that may not be favorable for establishing a charge‐dependent interaction with
sulfated GAGs and may explain the inability of sulfated GAGs to bind to HAdV‐
C5. However, our findings are in contrast to previous reports demonstrating that
HSPGs are important for efficient binding of HAdV‐C5 to cells [221,222]. These
latter findings were obtained using HeLa and A549 cells and we assume that
relative expression of GAGs and other receptors may vary in different cell lines
resulting in our different outcomes. HAdV‐C5 has been suggested to interact
with HSPGs via the fiber shaft [320], thus, it was apparent that heparin did not
inhibit HAdV‐C5 fiber knob binding to HCE cells. Nevertheless, our data suggest
that soluble sulfated GAGs exert decoy receptor activity against certain, but not
all HAdV types.
To explore the function of cell‐surface GAGs in the HAdV‐D37 infection cycle,
we analyzed HAdV‐D37 fiber knob and HAdV‐D37 binding to and HAdV‐D37
infection of HCE cells treated with enzymes, cleaving different GAGs from the
cell‐surface. Interestingly, HAdV‐D37 fiber knobs bound significantly reduced to
heparinase III (hepIII; cleaves HS from cell‐surface) treated cells, whereas
chondroitinase ABC (ChABC; removes CS from cell‐surface) treatment slightly
(by ~10%, but not significant) reduced knob binding. Neuraminidase treatment
(used as a control) also reduced HAdV‐D37 fiber knob binding to cells. The
efficiencies of the enzymatic treatments were validated by flow cytometry using
monoclonal antibodies that specifically recognize HS, CS, and, SA‐containing
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glycans. Further, treatment of cells with any of the enzymes, or combinations of
enzymes, reduced HAdV‐D37 binding to cells. These data clearly show that
HAdV‐D37 (via its fiber knob) not only interacts with soluble sulfated GAGs but
also with GAGs on the cell‐surface. None of the enzymatic treatments altered
HAdV‐C5 fiber knob or virion binding to cells. Interestingly, we found an
increased degree of HAdV‐D37 infection of HCE cells treated with hepIII (by
~200%). Arnberg et. al., then using A549 cells also observed a similar outcome.
We interpret this as HS traps (as decoy receptors) HAdV‐D37 on the cell‐surface
and prevents virus binding to functional SA‐containing receptors. Conversely,
removal of HS facilitates virus binding to SA‐containing receptors resulting in an
increased infection. Removal of CS by ChABC did not affect HAdV‐D37 infection
and as expected neuraminidase treatment (used as control) completely abolished
HAdV‐D37 infection. Cells treated with combinations of enzymes either
increased (hepIII + ChABC) or completely abolished (neu + hepIII, neu + ChABC,
and neu + hepIII + ChABC) HAdV‐D37 infection. Surprisingly, removal of HS,
CS, and SA increased HAdV‐C5 infection (by ~200 to 300%). This outcome can be
explained by the fact that HAdV‐C5 contains a large number of negatively
charged residues in their hexons, which can generate a charge‐dependent
repulsion with negatively charged glycans on the cell‐surface [120,321]. Removal
of negatively charged glycans from the cell‐surface probably reduces such
charge‐dependent repulsion. This allows a more efficient interaction between the
virus and the cellular receptor, resulting in an increased infection. Altogether,
these results support our hypothesis that HS on the cell‐surface function as decoy
receptors that trap/prevent/delay HAdV‐D37 interaction with neighboring SA‐
containing glycans. Next, we wanted to investigate if cell‐surface sulfation also
contributes to decoy receptor activity (similar to soluble GAGs). To test this, we
analyzed virus binding to and infection of HCE cells cultured in 25 mM sodium
chlorate, which inhibits de‐novo sulfation of cell‐surface GAGs [322]. Sodium
chlorate‐treated cells showed reduced HAdV‐D37 binding but not HAdV‐C5
binding to cells, which may be due to reduced sulfation of cellular HS and CS.
Using flow cytometry, we confirmed that sodium chlorate treatment indeed
reduces the sulfation of cellular HS and CS and does not alter the expression of
SA. Interestingly, sodium chlorate treatment of cells also reduced the infection of
both HAdV‐C5 and ‐D37. Since sodium chlorate did not affect SA expression on
the cell‐surface, it is unlikely that the reduced infection of HAdV‐D37 was due to
sodium chlorate affecting SA expression. Moreover, even if sodium chlorate
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treatment had altered SA expression, such an effect would not explain the
reduced infection of CAR‐binding HAdV‐C5. We speculate that since sodium
chlorate acts intracellularly [323], it may interfere with either cellular or viral
factors that are crucial for HAdV virus entry or later steps in the virus infection
cycle. For example, sodium chlorate also affects the sulfation of tyrosine present
in membrane proteins [324]. Tyrosine sulfation of CCR5 and PSGL‐1 (membrane
proteins) has been shown critical for the entry of HIV‐1 and enterovirus‐71,
respectively [325,326].
EKC‐causing HAdVs usually infect and replicate in corneal epithelium and as to
the best of our knowledge, progeny viruses crossing the corneal epithelium to
infect stromal cells in vivo has never been shown that [327]. We hypothesized that
the distribution of GAGs in the corneal epithelium contributes to the restricted
epithelial tropism of HAdV‐D37. Searching the literature, we found no studies
addressing the spatial distribution GAGs in human corneal epithelium tissue. By
employing immunohistochemical approach, we detected HS and CS throughout
the epithelium and observed abundant HS in the basement membrane. This
finding suggests that corneal epithelial cells express HSPGs and may secrete
HSPGs into the basement membrane. There are reports suggesting that epithelial
cell secrete HSPGs in the basement membranes [328,329]. We propose that this
layer of HSPGs in the basement membrane functions as a barrier that prevents
the passage of HAdVs from the epithelium to stroma. The barrier function of the
basement membrane against HS‐binding herpes simplex virus and Rift valley
fever virus has also been reported [330,331]. KS could not be detected in the
corneal epithelium, which is in an agreement with previous reports showing little
or no KS in the human corneal epithelium [332,333]. Our findings provide
insights into the possible decoy receptor function of GAGs especially HS and CS
in the corneal epithelium.
In summary, we propose that GAGs present on the cell‐surface, in bodily
secretions, and in the basement membrane, act as decoy receptors that limit
HAdV‐D37 infection by preventing viruses from binding to corresponding
glycan receptors as well as the passage of the virus from the epithelium to the
stroma. The study also highlights the therapeutic potential of GAGs and/or GAG‐
mimetics for the treatment of ocular infection caused by HAdV‐D37.
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5.2. Paper II
Decoy receptor interactions as novel drug targets against EKC‐
causing human adenovirus.
Chandra N, Frängsmyr L, Arnberg N.
Viruses. 2019 Mar. 11(3).
In the paper I, we demonstrated a novel function of soluble and cell‐surface
GAGs as decoy receptors for HAdV‐D37. We showed that soluble, sulfated
GAGs and cell‐surface HS bind to incoming HAdV‐D37 and prevent/delay virus
binding to SA‐containing receptors on HCE cells, representing the ocular tropism
of HAdV‐D37. Based on this finding, we hypothesized that negatively charged
GAG‐mimetics may function as artificial decoys that bind to the positively
charged HAdV‐D37 fiber knob and eventually disrupt virus binding to and
inhibits subsequent infection of cells.
Drug repurposing is a promising approach to identify new antivirals [334]. It
offers several advantages. For example, pharmacokinetic and toxicity profiles of
approved drugs are well documented. This encouraged us to investigate the
antiviral activity of suramin, a low molecular weight GAG‐mimetic, against
HAdV‐D37. Suramin is a WHO‐approved drug for the treatment of
trypanosomiasis and onchocerciasis [335]. It is composed of eight linearly
oriented benzene rings and six sulfate groups that are located on terminal
benzene rings. To understand the effect of the spatial arrangement of benzene
rings and the level of sulfation on the antiviral activity, we also investigated the
antiviral activity of suramin analogs (NF023, NF0110, and NF449). NF023
displays similar orientation (location) of sulfate groups as suramin, whereas the
sulfate groups on NF0110 and NF449 are equally distributed on terminal benzene
rings. Several studies have shown the antiviral activity of suramin against a
broad range of viruses with multiple modes of actions, including inhibition of
RNA virus replication by blocking the activity of reverse transcriptase and RNA
polymerases and inhibition of virus attachment to cells [336‐338].
To investigate the antiviral activities of suramin and its analogs, we first analyzed
the infection of HCE cells by HAdV‐D37 pre‐incubated with suramin and its
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analogs. Interestingly, all compounds efficiently inhibited virus infection in a
dose‐dependent manner, indicating that these compounds hold the ability to
prevent HAdV‐D37 infection by inhibiting virus attachment to cells. Suramin
inhibited HAdV‐D37 infection most efficiently with an IC50 value of 65 μM,
followed by NF023 (125 μM), NF449 (170 μM), and NF110 (240 μM). Notable,
suramin inhibited HAdV‐D37 infection with similar efficiency as reported for the
GD1a‐glycan (IC50 = ~25 μM), the cellular receptor for HAdV‐D37. To elucidate if
suramin inhibits virus attachment to cells, we pre‐incubated 35S‐labeled HAdV‐
D37 with suramin and analyzed virion binding to HCE cells. Indeed, suramin
inhibited virus binding to cells in a dose‐dependent manner, confirming that
suramin exerts its antiviral effect by disrupting virus attachment to cells. We also
demonstrated that suramin does not have any cytotoxic effect on HCE cells, thus,
it is unlikely that suramin reduced virus attachment and infection because of its
cytotoxicity.
Multiple studies have shown that suramin displays antiviral activity by
disrupting critical charge‐dependent interactions. For example, suramin blocks
the replication of severe fever thrombocytopenia syndrome virus by occupying
the positively charged, RNA‐binding pocket of the nucleocapsid protein [339].
By binding to the positively charged region of EV‐A71 capsid protein, suramin
also disrupts the attachment of EV‐A71 to cell‐surface receptors i.e., HSPGs [340].
HAdVs bind to cellular receptors via the knob domain of the trimeric fiber
protein. HAdV‐D37 fiber knob has an overall positive charge (pI = 9.14) and
contains a highly positively charged SA‐binding central cavity on the top of the
fiber knob [213]. We hypothesized that negatively charged suramin may bind to
and occupy the SA‐binding central cavity by either specific or unspecific charge‐
dependent interactions. Regardless which, HAdV‐D37 cannot access to cell‐
surface SA‐containing glycans and thereby unable to attach to and infect target
cells. To elucidate this, we first analyzed the effect of suramin on HAdV‐D37 fiber
knob binding to HCE cells. Pre‐incubation of HAdV‐D37 fiber knobs with
suramin and heparin (used as control) inhibited knob binding to cells. By means
of SPR, we also elucidated the direct interaction between suramin (in solution)
and HAdV‐D37 fiber knob (immobilized) and found that suramin binds to
HAdV‐D37 fiber knob with micromolar affinity. Altogether, these findings
support our hypothesis that suramin exerts its inhibitory effect by interfering
with HAdV‐D37 fiber knob binding to cells assumingly by occupying the SA‐
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binding pocket. Further, structural studies will be required to define the exact
binding site(s) of suramin and its analogs in the viral fiber knob. This will be
helpful to establish the structure‐activity relationship and to design more potent,
small, sulfate‐based inhibitors. Notably, most EKC‐causing HAdVs contain
overall positively charged fiber knobs [319], thus, we propose that suramin or
suramin‐like molecules may exhibit antiviral activity against other EKC‐causing
species D HAdVs.
Studies have shown that antiviral compounds such as ribavirin display species‐
specific anti‐adenoviral activities in vitro [89,97]. This encouraged us to
investigate if the antiviral activity of suramin is HAdV species‐specific. To test
this we used HAdV‐C5 as a reference virus and investigated the effect of suramin
on HAdV‐C infection. Interestingly, HAdV‐C5 pre‐incubated with suramin did
not affect HAdV‐C5 infection of HCE cells, indicating a HAdV species‐specific
antiviral activity of suramin. We suggest that the lack of antiviral activity of
suramin against HAdV‐C5 is because of the low pI (i.e., 5.67) of the fiber knob.
This gives an overall slightly negative charge to the fiber knob, which does not
allow charge‐dependent interactions with suramin and the fiber knob.
Therapeutic potential of glycan‐based molecules against viruses has been
reported previously [109,313,341]. The inhibitory efficiencies of glycan‐based
molecules often depend on the size and density of the charge present on these
molecules. However, in an ideal case, antiviral molecules would also need to
reach intercellular space and prevent the spreading of viruses from cell‐to‐cell.
The polymeric nature and the large size of some glycan‐based molecules hamper
these molecules from reaching to intercellular space. Thus, usage of small,
sulfate‐based compounds such as suramin will be advantageous as antivirals,
especially against EKC‐causing HAdVs. Additionally, such molecules would not
require systemic administration and can be administered topically (e.g., as eye
drops). This will circumvent the poor pharmacokinetic profiles associated with
glycan‐based drugs that include fast serum clearance and poor cellular uptake
[342].
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5.3. Paper III
Sialic acid‐containing glycans as cellular receptors for ocular
human adenoviruses: implications for tropism and treatment.
Chandra N, Frängsmyr L, Imhof S, Caraballo R, Elofsson M, and Arnberg N.
Viruses. 2019, Apr. 11(5).
HAdVs are responsible for up to 75% of all conjunctivitis cases worldwide
[26,46]. Pharyngoconjunctival fever (PCF) and EKC are two major ocular diseases
caused by HAdVs (often referred to as ocular HAdVs). A few members of species
B (mainly HAdV‐B3) and E (HAdV‐E4) HAdVs cause PCF, which primarily
involves the conjunctiva [46,50]. PCF is a mild ocular disease displaying
symptoms such as fever, pharyngitis, rhinitis, and follicular conjunctivitis. On
the other hand, EKC is a more severe ocular disease involving both the
conjunctiva and the cornea [46]. Historically, species D HAdV‐D8, ‐D37, and ‐
D64 (previously known as HAdV‐D19a) were considered as major causes of EKC
[46], however, in recent years new HAdV types i.e., HAdV‐D53, ‐D54, and ‐D56
have emerged as etiologic agents of EKC [14,51,343]. EKC patients display
symptoms, which include redness of eyes, excessive tearing, foreign‐body
sensation, edema, lacrimation, and photophobia [46]. A hallmark of EKC is the
presence of subepithelial infiltrates (SEIs) of the corneal stroma [46,344]. These
SEIs can persist in the stroma from months to years and can lead to visual
impairment. Currently, no approved antivirals are available for the treatment of
HAdV‐associated ocular infections.
As mentioned earlier, EKC‐causing HAdV‐D37 uses SA‐containing glycans as
cellular receptors for the infection of HCE cells, representing the ocular tropism
[211]. Notably, acute hemorrhagic conjunctivitis (ocular infection)‐causing
viruses i.e., CVA24v and EV‐70 also use SA‐glycans as cellular receptors for the
infection of target cells [345‐347]. HAdV‐D8 and ‐D64 also use SAs as cellular
receptors on respiratory cells, however, it has not been investigated if these
viruses use SA as receptors on ocular cells. These above reports highlight a
potential link between SA and ocular viruses. Given the ocular tropism of HAdV‐
B3 and ‐E4, the receptor usage by these viruses on ocular cells has not been
investigated. This encouraged us to investigate if HAdV‐B3 and ‐E4 also use SA‐
glycans as cellular receptors on ocular cells. In addition, cellular receptors for
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newly identified EKC‐causing HAdV‐D53 and ‐D54 have not been characterized
yet.
It has been shown that Tyr312, Pro317, and Lys345 are critical residues, making
direct contacts with SA and situated at the positively charged central cavity on
the HAdV‐D37 fiber knob [211,213]. Thr310 and Ser344 residues provide
additional contacts via water‐mediated hydrogen bonds. This encouraged us to
investigate if SA‐interacting residues are conserved among ocular HAdVs. We
found that with respect to HAdV‐D37, residues making direct contacts with SA
are entirely conserved in fiber knobs of all EKC‐causing species D HAdVs. This
suggests that all EKC‐causing species D HAdVs can bind to cellular SAs and use
these molecules as cellular receptors. Only Tyr312 was conserved in the fiber
knob of PCF‐causing HAdVs and this may not be enough to establish interaction
with SA. However, the possibility of HAdV‐B3 and ‐E4 fiber knobs binding to
SA by involving different sets of amino acids cannot be excluded. In support of
this, the knob domain of short‐shafted fiber of HAdV‐G52 has been shown to
bind to SA by engaging a different set of residues located in a so‐called steering
rim [137]. Lysine or alanine residue at 240 in the fiber knobs of HAdV‐D37 has
been suggested to contribute in determining the corneal tropism of HAdV‐D37
[348]. Interestingly, lysine/alanine residue is conserved in the fiber knob of all
(except HAdV‐E4) ocular HAdVs.
To test if cell‐surface SAs are required for infection of HCE cells by ocular
HAdVs, we analyzed the infection of HAdV‐B3, ‐E4, ‐D37 (used as control), ‐D53,
‐D56, and ‐D64 in cells pre‐treated with neuraminidase, which removes SAs from
cell‐surfaces. Neuraminidase treatment reduced infection of cells by HAdV‐D37
(as expected), ‐D53, and ‐D64 indicating that cell‐surface SAs are crucial for the
attachment of these viruses to the cell. HAdV‐D56 infection remained intact after
neuraminidase treatment, indicating that HAdV‐D56 have evolved to utilize a
SA‐independent entry mechanism. This was an interesting finding since HAdV‐
D56 fiber knob contains all relevant SA‐binding residues. Unfortunately, we
were unable to propagate HAdV‐D8 and ‐D54 viruses, thus, these viruses could
not be included in this study. HAdV‐E4 infection of HCE cells was also
independent of SAs. Surprisingly, HCE cells were found resistant to HAdV‐B3
infection. HAdV‐B3 have been shown to use desmoglein‐2 (DSG‐2) as a cellular
receptor on epithelial cells [193]. This was interesting and maybe one of the
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factors that determine the restricted conjunctival tropism of HAdV‐B3. As to the
best of our knowledge, the expression of DSG‐2 on human corneal tissue and on
HCE cells has not been reported, however, given the essential role of DSG‐2 in
epithelial cells [349], it is very likely that HCE cells express DSG‐2. HAdV‐B3
displayed a cytopathic effect on A549 but not on HCE cells, confirming the
infectious nature of our HAdV‐B3 stock.
By analyzing the binding of HAdV‐D37, ‐D53, and ‐D64 to neuraminidase‐
treated HCE cells, we confirmed that SAs are required for the attachment of these
viruses to the cell‐surface. The HAdV‐D37 fiber knob has an overall positive
charge (pI = 9.14) and a highly positively charged SA‐binding central cavity on
the top of the fiber knob[213]. HAdV‐D8, ‐D53, ‐D54, and ‐D64 fiber knobs also
have a high pI:s [350], thus, we speculate that fiber knobs of these viruses may
form a similar positively charged central cavity, which can bind to and
accommodate cell‐surface SAs. Notably, fiber knobs of HAdV‐D8 and ‐D37 are
100% identical to those of HAdV‐D53 and ‐D64, respectively. Thus, we used
HAdV‐D8 fiber knob as a representative for HAdV‐D53 fiber knob and denoted
as HAdV‐D8/53 and HAdV‐D37 fiber knob as a representative for HAdV‐D64
fiber knob and denoted as HAdV‐D37/64. Interestingly, the HAdV‐D54 fiber
knob displays high sequence similarity (>97% identical) with the HAdV‐D8 fiber
knob. We found that neuraminidase treatment reduces HAdV‐D8/53, HAdV‐
D37/64, and ‐D54 fiber knob binding to HCE cells confirming the ability of these
fiber knobs binding to cellular SAs. Altogether, these data provided substantial
evidence that SA‐glycans function as cellular receptors not only for HAdV‐D37
but also for HAdV‐D53 and ‐D64 on HCE cells, and that the interaction is
mediated by fiber knobs. Importantly, the reduced binding of HAdV‐D54 fiber
knobs to neuraminidase‐treated cells indicated that SA‐containing glycans
probably function as cellular receptors for HAdV‐D54.
We also evaluated the antiviral activity of ME0462 (compound 17a in paper IV
[111]) against HAdV‐D37 (used as control), ‐D53 and ‐D64. As mentioned earlier,
ME0462 exerts antiviral activity by binding to the SA‐binding residues on the
HAdV‐D37 fiber knob, thereby, preventing the virus attachment to its SA‐
containing receptors and subsequent infection. Interestingly, ME0462 efficiently
inhibited HAdV‐D37, ‐D53 and ‐D64 binding to cells (IC50 value in nM range).
The data show the capacity of ME0462 to inhibit several EKC‐causing HAdVs
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potentially through a similar mechanism as reported for HAdV‐D37 [111]. We
also confirmed the ability of ME0462 to inhibit HAdV‐D37, ‐D53, and ‐D64
infection of cells. By means of SPR, we elucidated the direct interaction between
ME0462 (in solution) and fiber knobs (immobilized) of all EKC‐causing HAdVs
and found that ME0462 binds to fiber knobs of all EKC‐causing HAdVs with low
micromolar affinities.
In summary, we established that SA‐glycans function as cellular receptors for
five out of six EKC‐causing species D HAdVs and proposed that TSA‐based
compound ME0462 can be used as an antiviral drug against five major causative
agents of EKC. We also suggest that a different antiviral approach should be
employed to combat ocular infections caused by ocular HAdVs that do not use
SA‐containing glycans as cellular receptors.
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5.4. Paper IV
Triazole

linker‐based

trivalent

sialic

acid

inhibitors

of

adenovirus type 37 infection of human corneal epithelial cells.
Caraballo R, Saleeb M, Bauer J, Liaci AM, Chandra N, Storm RJ, Frängsmyr L,
Qian W, Stehle T, Arnberg N, Elofsson M.
Org Biomol Chem. 2015. 13(35).
EKC is a severe ocular disease for which no antiviral drugs are available. There
are 20‐30 million estimated cases of EKC reported every year globally [26,46].
EKC is characterized by keratitis and conjunctivitis together with pain, tearing,
edema, and reduced vision that may last for months or even years [26]. EKC is
mainly caused by species D HAdV‐D8, ‐D37, ‐D53, ‐D54, ‐D56, and ‐D64 [46].
Among these types, HAdV‐D37 has been studied the most in terms of cellular
receptor usage [211,212,283,284]. HAdV‐D37 infects corneal cells by binding to
(via the trimeric fiber knob) SA‐containing glycans. It has been shown that
glycoproteins that display GD1a‐like glycan (a hexasaccharide with two terminal
SAs) functions as a cellular receptor for HAdV‐D37 [211]. Structural studies
revealed that each monomer of HAdV‐D37 fiber knob contains a SA‐binding site
and SAs of GD1a‐glycan occupy two out of three SA‐binding sites [211]. Based
on HAdV‐D37:SA interaction, several studies have been directed toward
designing and synthesis of SA‐based attachment inhibitors. For instance,
ME0322, a synthetic molecule that contains three terminal SAs linked via linkers
(termed trivalent SA; TSA) was shown as a potent inhibitor (IC50 = 3.2 μM) of
HAdV‐D37 infection of ocular cells [110]. Structural data showed that the SA
moieties of ME0322 occupy all three SA‐binding sites on the HAdV‐D37 fiber
knob. The linkers do not make any contact with the knob due to the high
flexibility of linkers.
In this study, two new generations of TSA inhibitors were designed and
synthesized and their inhibitory effects were evaluated against HAdV‐D37. The
new TSA compound contained: (i) shorter linkers that would reduce the
flexibility and (ii) heteroaromatic rings in the linkers that would possibly
generate additional contacts with the fiber knob, thereby, improving the potency.
In the first generation TSA, the linker was exchanged from that of ME0322 to a
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triazole ring, and synthesized with different lengths resulting in compound 11a
and 11b. Two additional compounds were also synthesized: 12a (same linker
length as 11a) and 12b (same linker length as 11b) that contained N‐acyl‐SA
analogs. The inhibitory efficiencies of 11a, 11b, 12a, and 12b were examined in
virus binding and infection assays. In order to compare the relative inhibitory
efficiencies, ME0322, SA, and GD1a‐glycans were also included in these assays.
Compound 11b was found the most potent inhibitor of HAdV‐D37 binding (IC50
= 40 nM) to and infection (IC50 = 54 nM) of HCE cells followed by compound 11a,
12a, and 12b. Interestingly, compound ME0322 was less potent (binding IC50 = 3.2
μM and infection IC50 = 408 nM) as compared to 11a and 11b and as expected all
TSA compounds were more potent than SA monomers and GD1a glycans. Our
attempts to improve the antiviral potency of TSA compound was successful,
although, we could not establish any correlation between the linker length and
the potency.
To understand the impact of linker orientation on the potency, we designed two
new TSA compounds 17a and 17b. The lengths of the linker in compound 17a
and 17b were identical to those of 11a and 11b, respectively; however, the triazole
ring was moved closer to the SA monosaccharide. This would allow us to probe
if the different orientations of triazole generate additional contacts with the fiber
knob. Interestingly, our linker optimization strategy proved successful.
Compound 17a was more potent in inhibiting HAdV‐D37 binding (IC50 = 1.4 nM)
to and infection (IC50 = 2.9 nM) of HCE cells as compared to 11b, the most potent
first‐generation TSA. Notably, 17a was found approximately 140 times more
efficient than ME0322 in inhibiting HAdV‐D37 binding to and infection of cells.
This remarkably improved potency of 17a is believed to be due to the closer
location of triazole ring to SA that may have generated additional contacts with
the fiber knob. However, it was puzzling why 17b displayed relatively low
inhibitory efficiency in comparison to 11a, 11b, and 17a. By means of SPR, we
demonstrated the direct interactions between HAdV‐D37 fiber knob and compounds
11a, 11b, 12a, 12b, and ME0322. SPR analysis enabled us to determine the affinities.
Compound 17a bound to fiber knob with the highest affinity (KD = 10.3 ± 1.4 μM)
followed by 11b (KD = 72.8 ± 3.3 μM), 11a (KD = 78.6 ± 2.7 μM), ME0322 (KD = 135.4 ±
17.9 μM), and 17b (KD = 163.4 ± 12.3 μM), which corroborated well the trends from
both virus binding and infection inhibition data.
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To define the molecular interactions between HAdV‐D37 fiber knob and TSAs,
we solved the crystal structure of HAdV‐D37 fiber knob in complex with all new
TSA compounds. The SA moieties of all TSA compounds showed similar binding
mode to the fiber knob by engaging critical SA‐binding residues i.e. Lys345, Pro317,
and Tyr312. However, we did not observe additional interactions from the linker
and/or core fragment with the knob, thus, the hypothesis of favorable direct
interactions between the triazole ring of 17a and the fiber knob could not be verified.
However, the possibility of long‐range electrostatic interactions favoring the stronger
binding cannot be excluded.
Finally, we investigated the ophthalmic toxicity of the most potent compound (17a)
in rabbits. The compound was administered topically (eye drops) for a period of seven
days. No sign of irritation, side effects, or ocular toxicity were observed.
In summary, we synthesized highly potent attachment inhibitors against EKC‐
causing HAdV‐D37. Compound 17a proved to be the most potent inhibitor with an
IC50 value of low nM range. Usage of these inhibitors as antiviral has several
advantages, for example, (i) they can be used topically, which would overcome
challenges associated with systemic administration, such as rapid serum clearance
and poor cellular uptake of glycan‐based drugs [342], (ii) the mode of action of these
drugs is on the extracellular level, minimizing the risks of side effects, often associated
with antivirals having intracellular targets. Since TSA did not show any toxic effects
in rabbits, it has great potential to be used as an antiviral for the treatment of infections
caused by ocular HAdV.
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5.5. Paper V
Primary attachment receptors of human adenovirus type 36.
Liaci AM, Chandra N, Vodnala SM, Liu Y, Pfenning V, Bachmann P, Caraballo
R, Chai W, Johansson E, Cupelli K, Hassemer T, Blaum BS, Elofsson M, Feizi T,
Arnberg N, Stehle T
Manuscript
HAdV‐D36 is a member of species D HAdV and was first isolated in 1983 from a
girl suffering from diabetes and enteritis [41]. HAdV‐D36 displays unique
features, such as (i) the ability to infect a wide range of animals, given that AdVs
are known to exhibit host‐specific tropism and (ii) the unusual infection outcome
i.e., HAdV‐D36 infections causing obesity in animals, which has rarely been
reported for any other HAdVs. HAdV‐D36 has also been associated with obesity
in humans and found in human adipose tissues, whilst most HAdVs infect
mucosal epithelial tissues. Multiple studies have been conducted to understand
the unusual tropism of HAdV‐D36 and molecular mechanism of HAdV‐D36
induced adipogenesis in vitro and in vivo [66,71]. Studies have suggested that the
attachment receptor on the cell‐surface is one of the factors, determining the
tissue and host tropism of viral pathogens [351,352]. Here, by means of structural
biology and cell‐based approaches, we attempted to identify the yet unknown
cellular receptor(s) of HAdV‐D36, that may explain the unusual tropism and
pathogenicity profile of HAdV‐D36.
To study HAdV‐D36 attachment to the cell‐surface, we first searched for a
suitable model cell line. For this, we analyzed HAdV‐D36 binding to cell lines of
multiple tissue origins. As compared to other cells, HAdV‐D36 bound to A549
cells more efficiently, thus, we used A549 cells as a model cell line to identify the
cellular receptor(s) of HAdV‐D36. To investigate the biochemical nature of the
cellular receptor, we analyzed HAdV‐D36 binding to enzymatically and
chemically treated A549 cells. Cells treated with proteases (ficin and proteinase
K) reduced HAdV‐D36 binding to cells. Cells treated with benzyl‐GalNAc, an
inhibitor of O‐glycosylation, significantly reduced virus binding to cells, whereas
tunicamycin (an inhibitor of N‐glycosylation) treated cells showed a slightly
(non‐significant) reduced binding. Cells treated with P4 (an inhibitor of
glycolipid synthesis) did not alter the virus binding to cells. HS moieties on cell‐
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surface HSPGs are commonly used as receptors by multiple viruses. To test if
HAdV‐D36 uses HSPGs as cellular receptors, we analyzed HAdV‐D36 binding
to hepIII treated A549 cells. The hepIII treatment did not affect virus binding to
cells. HAdV‐D36 pre‐treated with soluble heparin, often used as a soluble form
of HS, did not affect virus binding to cells. We also showed that HAdV‐D36 does
not require coagulation factors for binding to cells. Our data suggest that
molecules mediating HAdV‐D36 binding to A549 cells are either protein and/or
glycoproteins but certainly not glycolipids or HSPGs.
We next wanted to test if HAdV‐D36 involves known HAdV receptors for initial
attachment to cells. To test this, we analyzed HAdV‐D36 binding to a library of
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells that overexpress known HAdV receptors
including the CAR and CD46. The parental cell line i.e., CHO‐K1 and mock‐
transfected CHO cell line were used as controls. The data from this assay were
inconclusive as HAdV‐D36 showed an increased degree of binding to all cell lines
as compared to control and mock cells and there was no clear tendency for
functional usage of any of the overexpressed proteins. Given the central role of
fiber knob in mediating virus attachment to cellular receptors [132], we also
examined HAdV‐D36 fiber knob binding to these cells. Interestingly, HAdV‐D36
fiber knob showed increased binding to CHO‐cells that overexpress human CAR
(CHO‐CAR cells) or display high levels of SA (Pro‐5 cells). We validated this
finding by using enzymes and soluble receptors. Removal of SA (by
neuraminidase) from the cell‐surface showed reduced (~70%) virus binding to
cells. Pre‐incubation of HAdV‐D36 with soluble SA also prevented HAdV‐D36
(IC50 = 25mM) binding to cells in a dose‐dependent manner, although, less
efficiently as compared to HAdV‐D37 (IC50 = 12mM). Pre‐incubation of HAdV‐
D36 with the soluble CAR (CAR‐D1) also decreased virus binding to cells,
although, a higher concentration of CAR‐D1 (50μg/ml) was required to prevent
50% of HAdV‐D36 binding to cells as compared to CAR‐binding HAdV‐C5
(10μg/ml). HAdV‐D36 pre‐incubated with CAR‐D1 and SA showed cumulative
inhibitory effect (70‐80%) of virus binding to cells, indicating that CAR and SA‐
binding sites are distinctly located on the viral fiber knob. In line with this,
Seiradake et. al., have shown that CAR and SA‐binding sites of species D HAdVs
are indeed located on spatially separated locations on the fiber knob [353]. Taken
together, these data indicate that CAR and SA‐glycans are major factors
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contributing to HAdV‐D36 attachment to cells, although, there seem to be
additional factors accounting for about 20‐30% of virus binding to A549 cells.
To explore the potential receptor binding motifs on HAdV‐D36 fiber knob, we
solved the crystal structure of the HAdV‐D36 fiber knob. HAdV‐D36 fiber knob
was found as a compact trimer, in which each monomer is connected to each
other by long, surface‐exposed loops. We identified two main distinctive features
in HAdV‐D36 fiber knob: (i) it is less positively charged and contains a narrower
central cavity as compared to SA‐binding HAdV‐D37 fiber knob and (ii) HAdV‐
D36 fiber knob possesses a significantly extended DG loop composed of 21 amino
acids. This loop is the largest among known HAdV fiber knobs and less flexible.
We found that the fiber knob has remarkable stability (Tm 64.6°C) and assume
that the partial flexibility of DG loops may be one of the determinants,
contributing to this extraordinary stability. The DG loop is located near to the
known CAR (with respect to HAdV‐A12 [177]) and CD46 (with respect to HAdV‐
B11 [187]) binding interfaces. The critical CAR‐D1 binding residues are
conserved in HAdV‐D36 fiber knob. We found that in solution HAdV‐D36 fiber
knob forms a stable complex with CAR‐D1. HAdV‐D36 (but not CAR‐binding
HAdV‐C2) can infect and differentiate mouse pre‐adipocytes that do not express
human CAR [83]. Thus, HAdV‐D36 using CAR as a cellular receptor remains
questionable, at least in mouse pre‐adipocytes. The closely related HAdV‐D37
also binds to CAR via the fiber knob of but does not require CAR for infection
[353]. In addition, the relatively short, inflexible fiber protein would restrict
efficient interaction with CAR (similar to HAdV‐D37 [133]) at the cell‐surface. Of
interest, we also investigated if HAdV‐D36 fiber knob can engage with CD46.
CD46 did not form a complex with HAdV‐D36 fiber knob. HAdV‐D36 fiber knob
lacks critical CD46 binding residues (according to HAdV‐B11), thus, it is unlikely
that HAdV‐D36 uses CD46 as a cellular receptor.
To define the interaction between HAdV‐D36 fiber knob and SA, we crystallized
HAdV‐D36 fiber knob with a synthetic SA i.e. α‐2‐O‐methyl‐Neu5Ac (2‐O‐
methyl SA). SA bound at the SA‐binding site situated at the central cavity, in
similarity with HAdV‐D37 [213]. In HAdV‐D37, three key polar interactions are
formed between SA and K345, Y312, and P317 residues of the fiber knob. HAdV‐
D36 fiber knob ‐SA complex is also formed by similar interactions (except residue
P317 is replaced by valine (V320) in HAdV‐D36 fiber knob). This data indicated
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that HAdV‐D36 fiber knob may display similar binding affinity to SA as HAdV‐
D37 fiber knob. Surprisingly, the data from our glycan array, hemagglutination
assay, and cell‐based binding inhibition assay showed the low affinity of HAdV‐
D36 to SA as compared HAdV‐D37. We assume that this discrepancy may be due
to the low electropositive charge in the SA‐binding pocket of HAdV‐D36 fiber
knob.
To identify the exact structure of SA‐containing glycans that interact with HAdV‐
D36 fiber knob, we used a glycan array approach. Interestingly, the knob showed
the highest binding signal to 3’sialyllactose (3’SL) probe that contained a rare SA
variant having an additional 4‐O‐acetylation (4‐O‐Ac‐3’SL; the glycan is referred
to as Neu4,5Ac2). Overall, the HAdV‐D36 fiber knob showed low binding signals
to common SA i.e., Neu5Ac and no signal for GD1a glycans. Using a focused
glycans array, we confirmed that HAdV‐D36 fiber knob but not HAdV‐D37 fiber
knob preferentially bind to Neu4,5Ac2. Given the strong evolutionary pressure
on viral capsid proteins, especially receptor‐binding proteins, we assume that it
is unlikely that this interaction is random. To date, the gene conferring 4‐O‐
acetylation of Neu5Ac in vertebrates has not been characterized. Only two
studies have reported the presence of 4‐O‐Ac SA in humans, one involved a SA
variant, Neu4Ac5Gc and the other observation of Neu4,5Ac2 in human
erythrocytes is yet to be confirmed independently [354,355]. By using lectins that
specifically recognize Neu4,5Ac2, researchers could not detect Neu4,5Ac2 in
human tissues, whilst Neu4,5Ac2 was readily detected in a wide range of animal
tissues [356,357].
To identify factors that govern the preference of HAdV‐D36 fiber knob binding
towards Neu4,5Ac2, we solved the crystal structure of the HAdV‐D36 fiber knob
in complex with α‐2‐O‐methyl‐Neu4,5Ac2. The binding mode between
Neu4,5Ac2 and HAdV‐D36 fiber knob was similar to that of the HAdV‐D36 fiber
knob:Neu5Ac complex. The main distinguishing feature was the relative
orientation of three Neu4,5Ac2 moieties that were found tilted towards the
threefold axis, allowing the formation of triangular hydrophobic interactions
(mediated via the O‐acetyl groups) between three neighboring Neu4,5Ac2
molecules. The presence of this direct interaction between the three sugars might
lead to a cooperative effect influencing the binding kinetics and accounting for
the observed binding preference of HAdV‐D36 to Neu4,5Ac2. Using a molecular
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modeling approach, we found that SA variants containing additional acetylation
at positions 7 and 8 induce clashes resulting in an abrogation of the binding.
Thus, we concluded that 4‐O‐acetylation has a specific effect on HAdV‐D36
recognition that is not seen with other SA variants. Multiple viruses have been
shown to utilize O‐acetylated SA variants as cellular receptors; human influenza
C virus, infectious salmon anemia virus, and mouse hepatitis virus are some
examples [358‐360]. Interestingly, all known complex structures of viral ligands
and Neu4,5Ac2 display a similar interaction mode as observed in HAdV‐D36
fiber knob:Neu4,5Ac2 complex [361‐363]. We hypothesized that the relative
arrangement of the monosaccharides is the main factor, governing the preference
HAdV‐D36 fiber knob to Neu4,5Ac2. To test this, we replaced the central three
amino acid stretch of HAdV‐D36 (VSN) with that of HAdV‐D37 (YGT) and vice
versa. Indeed, the mutations assimilated the spatial arrangement at the central
cavity. As a result, HAdV‐D37 VSN mutant restored the triangular hydrophobic
contacts. On the other hand, HAdV‐D36 fiber knob YGT mutant displayed a
widened binding pocket as compared to wild type. The mutant knob still bound
to Neu5Ac, but completely lost its ability to bind Neu4,5Ac2.
Recently, we reported the potent inhibitory activity of TSA inhibitors against
HAdV‐D37 [111]. We also tested the efficacy of one of these inhibitors (ME0462,
compound 17a in paper IV) on HAdV‐D36 binding to cells. Indeed, ME0462
efficiently inhibited HAdV‐D36 binding to A549 cells with an IC50 value of 6‐10
μM, which was 2500‐fold lower than monomeric SA. This encouraged us to
synthesize (undergoing) a new generation of TSA inhibitors that are specifically
designed against HAdV‐D36 and inspired by HAdV‐D36 fiber knob:Neu4,5Ac2
binding mode. The usability of these compounds as antivirals will depend on the
physiological relevance of Neu4,5Ac2 in HAdV‐D36 infection cycle in vivo.
Collectively, our data suggest that HAdV‐D36 attachment to A549 cells depends
on CAR, SA‐containing glycans, and at least one or more yet to be identified
protein(s) or glycoprotein(s). We demonstrated the preference of HAdV‐D36
fiber knob to Neu4,5Ac2, however, at present we are unable to explain the
physiological relevance of this interaction, especially in the human context. To
address this, currently, we are performing/planning several cell‐based assays
that will help us to explain the relevance of HAdV‐D36:Neu4,5Ac2 interaction, (i)
evaluation of the relative attachment inhibition efficiency of SA‐variants in A549
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and human Simpson‐Golabi‐Behmel syndrome (SGBS) preadipocyte cells, (ii)
analysis of the dependency of HAdV‐D36 attachment and infection on cell‐
surface Neu4,5Ac2 (on Neu4,5Ac2‐expressing animal cell lines), and (iii) analysis
of the effect of 4‐O‐acetyl‐specific esterases (which cleaves Neu4,5Ac2 from the
cell‐surface) on HAdV‐D36 binding to Neu4,5Ac2 expressing cells. Since
Neu4,5Ac2 has not yet been detected in human tissue, its occurrence and
distribution in humans are still unknown. This is probably due to the lack of
suitable detection tools that have been/are being developed currently.
Furthermore, studies in mice suggest that the synthesis of Neu4,5Ac2 is restricted
to a few tissue types [357,364], thus, it may be that Neu4,5Ac2 is expressed in
specialized human tissues that have not been investigated yet. In addition, we
have plans to screen for the presence of Neu4,5Ac2 on a human preadipocyte cell,
such as SGBS cells and fat tissues.
The preference of HAdV‐D36 for Neu4,5Ac2 and the distribution of Neu4,5Ac2 in
animals overlap remarkably well with the animal range that is known to be
permissive for the HAdV‐D36. It is therefore tempting to assume that HAdV‐D36
might be the first HAdV known to possess an animal reservoir. In particular,
chickens seem to be a suitable candidate for such a reservoir due to the practice
of intensive mass farming and the fact that they are one of the main sources of
meat in many countries. It should not be overlooked that the presence of an
animal host reservoir would directly implicate a route of virus transmission
through contact with domestic animals or by consumption of livestock. In
support of this, there is a report demonstrating the ability of human cells to
incorporate Neu5Gc (a non‐human SA) into endogenous glycoproteins [365].
Moreover, human volunteers ingested Neu5Gc; a small quantity was
incorporated into newly synthesized glycoproteins. Many human viruses are
known to infect intermediary animal hosts, and AdVs are known to be spread
through the foodborne oral‐fecal transmission.
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6. Concluding remarks
Viruses have evolved to exploit cell‐surface glycans for initial attachment to and
infection of host cells. HAdV‐D37 that causes EKC, a severe ocular infection, has
been shown to interact with SAs and GAGs. SAs function as cellular receptors
for HAdV‐D37, however, the outcome of HAdV‐D37‐GAG interaction remained
unknown. By means of glycan array, cell‐based array, and SPR, we demonstrated
that HAdV‐D37 binds to both soluble and cell‐surface GAGs via the knob domain
of the viral fiber protein. Our results suggest that sulfated GAGs function as
decoy receptors, which interact with incoming HAdV‐D37 and impair virus
interaction with functional SA‐containing receptors. To the best of my
knowledge, this is the first report showing the decoy receptor function of sulfated
GAGs for virus that uses structurally and chemically district molecules i.e., SAs
as cellular receptors. It appears that the structure, density, and charge of secreted
and cell‐bound glycans may have evolved because of the evolutionary pressure
created by glycan‐binding viruses. This study highlight that glycans (particularly
GAGs on the cell‐surface and in secretions) have been overlooked as natural
inhibitors that contribute to determining the tropism of glycan‐binding viruses.
We emphasize that the decoy receptor function of GAGs should be investigated
for other glycan‐binding viruses. This study also highlights an antiviral potential
of GAGs/GAG‐mimetics against SA‐binding ocular HAdVs. As suggested in the
above study, the antiviral activities of suramin and suramin analogs were
investigated against EKC‐causing HAdV‐D37. Interestingly, all compounds were
found antivirally active against HAdV‐D37. Suramin bound to the viral fiber
knob, which as a result, prevented the virus from interacting to both functional
(SAs) and decoy (GAGs) receptors and subsequent virus infection of cells.
Suramin displayed HAdV serotype‐specific antiviral activity. To the best of my
knowledge, this is the first study reporting that virus binding to cell‐surface
decoy receptors constitutes a target for the development of attachment inhibitors.
HAdV‐D37 fiber knob bound to suramin with micromolar affinity. We suggest
that suramin and suramin‐like molecules as antivirals not only against HAdV‐
D37 but also other EKC‐causing HAdVs and other GAG‐binding viruses.
We established that SA‐containing glycans function as cellular receptors for five
out of six severe EKC‐causing species D HAdVs. It appears that SAs may have
benefited ocular viruses to establish corneal infections and this may have led to
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the positive selection of SAs as cellular receptors during the evolution of these
viruses. It was found that HAdV‐D56 and ‐E4 do not rely on SA‐containing
glycans for infection of corneal cells. HAdV‐E4 causes a less severe form of EKC.
Our results highlight a pronounced correlation between SA‐receptor usage and
tropism of ocular HAdVs. HCE cells were found non‐permissive for HAdV‐B3,
an important ocular HAdV. Further, TSA compound ME0462 (compound 17a in
paper IV ), designed to bind with high affinity to the SA‐binding sites in the viral
fiber knob, efficiently inhibited the infection of HCE cells by several EKC‐causing
HAdVs. We propose TSA compounds as antivirals for the topical treatment of
highly pathogenic and severe ocular infection‐causing SA‐binding viruses. A
different antiviral development approach is required to combat ocular infections
caused by ocular HAdVs that do not use SA‐glycans as cellular receptors.
To improve the potency of TSA compound ME0322 (previously reported), the
linker strategy was revised and two new generations of TSA compounds were
synthesized. The attempt to improve the potency was successful as two of the
first‐generation compounds 11a (IC50 = 107 nM) and 11b (IC50 = 40 nM) were more
efficient in inhibiting HAdV‐D37 binding to HCE cells as compared to ME0322
(IC50 = 32 μM). Remarkably, the second‐generation TSA compound 17a was
determined as the most potent inhibitor with IC50 values of 1.4 nM and 2.9 nM in
binding and infection assay, respectively. The complexes of HAdV‐D37 fiber
knobs and newly synthesized TSA compounds revealed that all three SA
moieties of TSA compounds directly bind to critical SA‐binding residues. No
interactions were observed between the ligand and the fiber knob. Reduced
flexibility of linkers seemed to be the determining factor that improved the
potency. Investigating the ophthalmic toxicity of compound 17a in rabbit, the
compound was found well tolerated without any sign of any side effect.
Our data suggest that HAdV‐D36 relies on SA‐containing glycans, CAR, and one
or more unknown protein(s) or glycoprotein(s) for the attachment to A549 cells.
Bioinformatics‐based comparison of the fiber shaft with other HAdVs and the
ability of HAdV‐D36 to infect cells originated from mouse tissues, lacking human
CAR, raises the question on the usability of CAR as a cellular receptor. HAdV‐
D36 fiber knob‐SA complex showed that SA occupies the same binding site as
reported for other species D HAdVs. HAdV‐D36 fiber knob:SA binding is of low
affinity. Glycan array analysis revealed a high binding preference of HAdV‐D36
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fiber knob to a rare SA variant, Neu4,5Ac2 as compared to Neu5Ac (common in
humans). Neu4,5Ac2 has not been detected in humans yet, although, several
animals including a range of domestic and livestock animals express Neu4,5Ac2.
Structural data unveiled the preference of HAdV‐D36 fiber knob binding to
Neu4,5Ac2. At this point, we are unable to explain the biological relevance of this
interaction, particularly in the human context. To address this a series of cell‐
based assays have been proposed that are currently being/will be performed.
Collectively, this study provides insight into the evolution of HAdV‐D36 to
recognize a specialized set of primary attachment receptors. This set of receptors
are not only different from known HAdV receptors but also coincides with a
unique host range and pathogenicity profile.
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